


Transoft Component Framework'" 
The pressure is on to deliver the &business systems your compony 

needs. Transoh Component Framework (TCF) helps you do your job 

easier and faster by taking your proven business rules and turning 

them into reusoble building blocks that can be integrated into any 

Web application development. 

Don't rewrite - re-usel TCF makes your existing 

business logic available to your Web application development as 

COM, CORBA, EJB or XML components. TCF speeds up the whole 

process of creating your &business applications by using the proven 

functionality of your existing applications and the knowledge and 

skills of your developers. 
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e-business - You're already there, 
but is it integrated? TCF's industry-standard 

component development techniques integrate your already-deployed 

Web applications into existing core business systems with a 

seamless interface to existing business rules, logic and data. With 

TCF, you get the inherent scalability you need for the dynamic world 

of &business. 

• Makes &business application development faster and less risky 

• Highly portable, very scalable TCF application server 

• Avoids difficult knowledge and skill transfer, which can 

significanrly delay projects 

• Supports most legacy development languages 

• Provides full integration with CBD standards including CORBA, 

COM/OCOM, EJB and XML 

Find out more about TCF's unique solution for bridging the gap 

between your legacy and &business success. 

Visit us at VIWW. tro nsoft. com 
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Consolidating 
computing can be 
very challenging. 
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NADGUG NEWS 

What Next for DGFocus? 
The NADGUG Board of Directors wants your opinion about what to do with DGFocus. 

I n the past, NADGUG members have said this magazine is one of their most important member benefits, but printing 
and mailing costs make it one of the most expen ive to provide. The Board of Directors icon idering everal alterna

tives. Please read each of the following statements and decide which ONE statement is closest to your opinion. You can 
end your opinion by mail, fax or electronic mail. See the in tructions below. 

1. I would prefer a strictly virtual magazine. There would be no printed hardcopy version, but the content of the maga
zine would be posted on the NADGUG website. (send email tovirtual@tkp.com). 
2. I would prefer a hybrid virtual magazine. There would be no printed hardcopy version, but members would receive 
an electronic mail summary of each issue with links to the full version of the magazine posted on the NADGUG website. 
(send email to hybrid@tkp.com). 
3. I would prefer a CD-ROM magazine. There would be no printed hardcopy version, but members would receive a CD
ROM of each issue. (send email tocdrom@tkp.com). 
4. I would prefer to receive a printed hardcopy newsletter with no advertising. (send email to newsletter@tkp.com). 
5. I would prefer to receive a printed hardcopy magazine with advertising. (send email tomagazine@tkp.com) 
6. I would prefer a different arrangement. Please explain (send email to 
other@tkp.com). 

To respond by mail ... clip or copy this page, circle the statement that best describes your opinion, write any additional 
comments, and mail to Post Office Box 200549, Austin, TX 789720-0549. 
To respond by fax ... clip or copy this page, circle the statement that best describes your opinion, write any additional 
comments, and fax to 512-335-3083. 
To respond by email .. . send a message to the address that corresponds with your opinion. You may include any addi
tional comments in your message. 

R EPAIR, SERVICE, PGRADE 

• ., Data General 
BUY SELL LEASE RE T 

800-999-4NPA 
780 Chadbourne Road, Suite A 

Fairfield, CA 94585 
Fax (707) 427-1234 

Email Usatdgsales@npa.com 

ALL-Inclusive Service 
• CEO Migrations 

CABINET CONVERTER, 
E,A GLE's utomated 

igration tool 

• Application Migrations 
Let us migrate your AOSNS 
applications to run in your 
new system environment 

• System Consulting 
Specializing in INFOS 
performance, training and 
data recovery 

EAGL Softwa e, Inc. 
123 Indiana Ave. 
Salina, KS 67401 
Sales: 785-823·7257 
FAX: 785~23-6185 
email : info@eaglesoft.com 

• Performance 
Enhancement Utilities 
DISK_PAK Online! and 
VS_TOOLBOX utilities improve 
system performance and 
security 

• Backup Solutions 
Automated backup software 
and Spectra Logic automat d 
tape libraries for UNIX and NT 
systems 

visit our website at www.eag/esoft.com 
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NADG UG NOT E S 

Take Action Now! 

N ADGUG is your organization, and the officers and 
Board of Governors want to make sure that it is 
meeting your needs. 

The theme of this year's conference - NADGUG: The New 
Beginning - reflects this desire to think outside the box. 
But to do that effectively, we need your input and participa
tion. 

DGFocus - What Do You Want? 
On page 3 of thi issue there is a Survey for you to give us 
feedback about DGFocus. Please take a few minutes to tell 
us what you want for a member publication. We've made it 
very easy - you can E-mail, fax , or mail in your responses. 

Conference Pull-Out Section - It's Time to 
Register 

We've added more details this issue about the Conference 
Schedule, Speakers, and Presentation Topics. Check out the 
Conference Pull-Out Section and succeeding pages. Then 
send in your Registration Form so that we can plan more ef
fectively. In addition to the great presentations by DG and 
key players, such as Microsoft, TLC and Eagle, there will be 
ample networking opportunitie 0 that NADGUG members 
can share ideas and give direction to the group. 

Make Hotel Reservations Now! 
Be sure to make your re ervations oon - directly with the 
Marriott Riverwalk Hotel. Hotel registration information is 
found in the center "Pull-Out" Section of this issue. 

CQCS: Clayton Overholts-coverholts@maig.com; 904-363-6339, ext. 0729 

AOS & AOSNS: Ed Lindborg-olindber@wnec.edu; 413-782-1246 

Communications: vacant 
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2510 

Oracle: Clayton Overholts-coverho!ts@maig.com 

PERF: Phillip Webster-phillip.webster®bmhcc.org; 901-227-5314 

UNIX: Tim Boyer-tim@denmantiro.com; 330-675-4249 

Electronic Commerce: vacant 
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DG Division's Prospects Bright 
" .. . DG is positioned to re-emerge as a leading supplier of computer 
systems (especially in midrange and high-end Windows NTI2000 mar
kets}." 

I n a recent report assessing the viability of Data General following its acquisi
tion by EMC, the Aberdeen Group found that DG is "now positioned to com
pete more efficiently and in a more focused manner for its share of the Infor

mation Technology (IT) market. " They made particular note of a number of 
changes at DG that have increased its efficiency and competitiveness. Among 
those changes are: 

• DG now has a more focused, more sensible go-to-market strategy based on 
simplifying, controlling, and consolidating complex computer systems. Rather 
than trying to be all things to all people, DG now focuses on two core competen
cies - building computer systems and providing related profeSSional services. 

• DG can now take advantage of EMC manufacturing/supply chain efficien-
cy to reduce its cost to produce goods. DG should be able to take advantage of 
EMC's manufacturing facilities and volume purchase discounts to produce 
goods less expensively. 

• DG can leverage EMC product development and program management to 
its advantage, utilizing the larger company's research talent and expertise in ef
ficient program management. 

The Aberdeen report also examined DG's product strategy and found that it 
is now focused on three issues: simplification, control , and consolidation. New 
systems will be easily configured, deployed and managed. Their experience 
with such technologies as "cluster-in-a-box" indicates that they have the exper
tise to carry out this strategy. 

According to the report, "DG is heavily committed to Windows 2000 as a 
core operating environment and offers related professional services for the de
ployment of high-availability servers, consolidation services, communications/ 
networking, and storage subsystems. Additionally, the company offers M/S Ex
change mail-and-messaging and SQL Server professional services. On the 
DG/UX (Unix) side of the house, the company will continue product support for 
DG/UX customers for at least three years, but the jury is still out on how, when, 
and if the company will transition DG/UX to Intel's forthcoming IA/64 architec
ture." 

The report indicates that with "the new market focus , combined with new 
supply chain efficiencies and financial backing from EMC, DG is positioned to 
re-emerge as a leading supplier of computer systems (especially in midrange 
and high-end Windows NT/2000 markets) ." They conclude by noting that, "if 
DG can stay focused on doing fewer things - but doing them well - this com
pany could very well re-ignite interest and experience high growth in its com
puting systems (especially in high-end Windows NT/2000 markets). 

TLC Becomes Preferred Provider of 
DG Supplies and Accessories 

T
echnical and Logistical Consultants, Inc. (TLC) has announced that it has 
signed an agreement with Data General to become the preferred provider 
of Data General computer accessories, peripherals, and supplies in the 

United States. Under this agreement, TLC has retained the DG Direct telesales 
operation as well as the 800 - telephone service, 1-800-343-8842. 

TLC can now offer its customers a complete suite of computer accessory 

DG NEWS 

Interactive Cobol has it a ll ••• 

Highest performance 

Lowest cost 

o Easiest maintenance 

Greatest flexibility 

Fastest development 

o Coolest features 

o Exciting new features: ICDGTERM, 
WATCH, ICNETD, CISAM support 

Everything you need 

o Interactive Runtime Systems for 
MS-DOS and DOS networks, 
Windows, Windows 95, 
Windows NT, AOSNS and 
virtually any flavor of Unix 
(SCO, AIX, HP/UX .. . ) 

o New ODBC interface for PC 
programs - Microsoft Access, 
Excel, Crystal Reports, etc. 

o Interactive Development System 

Fast Interactive Cobol Compilers 
produce both CX and PD/DD files. 

o Cross Reference Utility 

o Code Dumper Utility 

o Multi-Windowed Debugger 

o Link Kit and User Library provides 
direct interface with C programs 

Gerry Manning & Associates 
9324 Menaul Blvd., NE 

Albuquerque, NM 87112 
Phone: (505) 293-1746 

Fax: (505) 293-1843 

Our U.KJEurope Distributor 
Broadnet Ltd., Falcon House 

North Feltham Trading Estate 
Feltham, Middlesex, TW14 QUa 

Phone: 0181 8931515 
Fax: 0181 8932183 

Contact: Roland Eckert 



DG NEWS 

products for Data General customers including storage, net
work products, power products. cables, personal comput
ers, and printers. "TLC continues to expand its presence in 
the Data General market, bringing a full suite of products 
and services," said Pat Duclos, founder and President of 
TLC. "With this latest acquisition, TLC will continue to 
bring uninterrupted service to DG Direct customers and 
offer one-stop-shopping for most of their computer needs. " 

TLC has recently expanded its presence in the Data 
General market. In January, TLC announced an agreement 
to become the worldwide-preferred provider of Data Gener
allegacy A ViiON 88-K based. ECLIPSE MV Family Series, 
and ECLIPSE and NOV A systems and options. 

Tom Rizk Joins TLC 
In a related development, TLC has announced that Tom 
Rizk has joined the company as Chief Operating Officer. 
Tom will be responsible for all day-to-day operations in
cluding sales, marketing, manufacturing and distribution, 
service operations and finance . Prior to joining TLC, Tom 
was Vice President of Worldwide Customer Service at Data 
General. "I am thrilled to have Tom join the TLC manage
ment team" said Duclos. "Tom's industry knowledge and 
background. coupled with his outstanding reputation for 
building a world-class service organization at Data General 
provides us with the leadership that we need to build and 
grow our business." Tom will be focusing on calling on key 
TLC and Data General legacy customers over the next few 
months. 

For more information about TLC. visit: 
www.tlcesmart.com. 

Cyberguard and DG 
Launch Knightstar Plus 
Firewall 
Newest Product Offers Greater Scalability, Flexibil
ity and Speed Required by High-Volume Data Cen
ters in the ISPIASP, Healthcare and Finance Indus
tries 

CYberGUard Corporation. a leading provider of network 
security solutions, and Data General have announced 
the release of the jointly developed 

KnightST ARPlus appliance firewall. KnightST ARPlus 
merges the security and performance of CyberGuard's 
award-winning high-end firewall product, KnightST AR, 
with the increased speed. redundancy and scalability of 
Data General 's A ViiON solutions. 

"As industries. such as the Internet and application 
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service providers , healthcare and banking, do more and 
more business on-line," noted Bob Iacono. Vice President. 
World Wide Professional Services of Data General, "securi
ty becomes more critical and more complex. Knight
STARPlus brings together a proven industry-leading fire
wall , that can be rapidly deployed, with high-quality server 
consolidation solutions to produce a manageable and reli
able security solution." 
Through this joint development effort, Data General and 
CyberGuard are answering the increasing demands of high
volume data centers. such as those in the ISP/ ASP. health
care and banking sectors, for leading firewall solutions that 
support their move to e-commerce. The resulting solution
KnightSTARPlus - builds upon the successful launch earli
er this year of CyberGuard KnightST AR, a premium appli
ance firewall product that bundles hardware and software 
so customers get high-end quality and performance with 
off-the-shelf convenience and easy implementation. 
KnightST ARPlus provides greater speed and redundancy 
alongside additional PCI capabilities for added flexibility 
in complex networks. 

The KnightST ARPlus premium appliance firewall is a 
fully integrated, high-density , pre-staged and ready-to-oper
ate firewall , which includes web-enabled central and re
mote management features . The solution carries an ITSEC 
E-3 certification and is built to NSA B-2 specifications with 
its hardened UNIX-based operating system, providing its 
users with the highest level of security. More information 
on the KnightSTARPlus premium appliance firewall sys
tem can be found on the company's Web site at 
http://www.cyberguard.com. 

High Availability Strategy 
Launch 
Added Partnerships and Consolidation Solutions 
Ensure New Levels of High A vailability and Perfor
mance 

Data General has introduced a comprehensive high 
availability strategy, complementing its growing 
portfolio of consolidation solutions. Combining Data 

General's long-standing expertise on high availability 
servers with EMC storage, Data General now offers the most 
complete data availability capability in the industry. This 
strategy features partnerships and incremental solutions for 
delivering new levels of high availability and performance 
to meet a spectrum of customer requirements. "Data Gener
al 's strategy delivers valuable high availability solutions 
and provides customers with the options. flexibility and 
support necessary to protect their business critical data and 
applications at all levels." said Bill Moran, research direc
tor of D.H. Brown, Inc. "Data General is ensuring extremely 
high levels of business uptime." 



Delivering on its commitment to high-availability con
solidation solutions announced in February with the forma
tion of the EMC/Microsoft alliance, Data General is combin
ing its rackrnount A ViiON servers, clustering solutions, and 
industry-leading 99.9% uptime guarantees to deliver levels 
of data availability and advanced performance that were 
previously unattainable. 

Data General 's high availability strategy identifies key 
levels in the development of a customer's infrastructure 
where high availability and performance are essential. 
Drawing upon its growing portfolio of high availability, 
consolidation solutions and partnerships, Data General is 
able to offer certified, pre-configured, pre-tested and redun
dant solutions that ensure a high availability environment 
at each level. Data General is also able to offer faster, sim
pler deployment through leading assessment planning, im
plementation and support services and a lower total cost of 
ownership with its proven management and clustering soft
ware. 

The five level in the development of a customer's in
frastructure outlined in Data General 's high availability 
strategy include: 

Levell: System Protection - A single system configuration 
of EMC CLARiiON storage, Data General Winl Alert and 
UPS based around Data General A ViiON servers that pro
vides complete system protection and reduces downtime 
from hours to minutes at a minimal cost. 

Level 2: Data Protection - A Single system configuration 
with backup capabilities and support for EMC Symmetrix 
storage that heightens data protection and single site man
agement. 

Level 3: Site Level Data Protection - A single system con
figuration with data replication capabilities to support 
multi-site management that offers site level data protection 
and reducing downtime from minute to mere seconds. 

Level 4: Application Protection - A clustered configuration 
featuring EMC Symmetrix storage and distance clustering as 
well as backup capabilities focused on application protec
tion that ensures multi- ite management and minimizes 
downtime. 

Level 5: Business Protection - A clustered configuration 
adding EMC Celerra storage and heightened backup and 
clustering functionality that delivers "global" business pro
tection and Data General 's industry-leading 99.9% uptime 
guarantee. 

Continued on page 34 

DATA INV 
BUY COR 

DISK .. TAPE 
79201 HP. 20 SLOT CLARIION ..... $911JO 
79101 H.P. 20 SLOT CLARIION ...... $fIIOO 

79014 18GB DISK CLARIION ....... ...$1.550 

79013 9GB DISK ClARIION ........ ...5750 

79012 4GB DISK ClARIION... .. ... $450 

79011 2GB DISK ClARIiON.. .. ....... $275 

79011GB DISK CLARIION .......... $175 

79111.2G8 DISK CLARIIOI8 .............. $150 

61006 268 OIFF.......... .. ............... $225 

61005188 OIFF OISK ....... ........ ..$150 

680518B OIFF 01SK;. ................ _ ... $100 

CSSIU CHASSIS.. ................ .. ... 1400 

CSS2 CHASSIS. .. ......................... $175 

6786 INFERNO CONTROLLER ............ $495 

61004 7114G8$CSI TAPE BMM ......... $850 

6885 4GB/8IB 4MM .......................... $375 

6855 1601PPI SCSI TAPE ................. $775 

65861. BPI SCSI TAPE ................. $350 

659O-M 2GB 8MM TAPE .................... $225 

74~SCSIII CONTROLLER AVIION ... S400 

74fl SCSI DlFf CONTROLLER .......... $175 

f!IfI7 525 OIC TAPE ............................ SI25 

6762 2GB 4MM TAPE ........................ $225 

10565 PHU ........................................ $175 

CRrS .. PRINTERS 
01600 UNIX ....................................... S225 

D-14OO UNiX .................................... .s175 

0-414 ................................................ S250 

0-413 UNIX COMPATIBILITY ............. S200 

0·217 DUAL PORTING ....................... S175 

0·462+ AMBER .................................. SI60 

0·412+10-412 ........................... $1501$120 

0·216+10-216 ........................... $1401$110 

0·470 COLOR ..................................... SI35 

0·215. 0·214. 0·411 . 0·461 ................ S90 

0·460,0-410.0·211 ............................ $75 

MEOITECH 5220 ................................ .s295 

MEOITECH 5222 ................................. S250 

4596 6OOLPM .................................. $1.200 

CPU .. OPTIONS 
AVIION INTEL BASED SYSTEMS 

AVIIiJ(J. AVI3700. AVffSXJ. AV/6600 .. CALL 

AVI85OO, AVI9500 ............. STARTING SI ,900 

70498 DUAL PROCESSOR AVl85+J95+ ... $2.1 00 

7050S OUAD PROCESSOR AV195+ .S3.800 

AV/55OOH 32MB COROM .STARTING SI .500 

AV/5225+ OUAD 54MB ...................... .$750 

AVl4300 32MB I.SGB ......................... S500 

MV/All SYSTEMS ............................. CALL 

COMMUNICATIONS 
3COM SWITCH 3000 8 PORTS ........... S750 

3COM SWITCH 1000 24 PORTS ......... S850 

CS3100 TERMSERVER .................... S1 .250 

7418 VOA 255 .................................... $400 

483016 PORT... .............................. S1.450 

4832 54 PORT .............................. ... S2.9OO 

7449B PTC TElNET ......................... Sl.450 

4818 CS2000 TERMSERVER .............. $300 

7419 VME 16 CLUSTER ..................... $300 

46198 PORT TRANSCEIVER .............. $175 

4608 TERMSERVER RS·232 .............. $200 

7411 VMEVAC·16 .............................. $400 

7425 TERM CONT. ............................. $400 

7429 LAN ........................................... $400 

7442 SCSI TERMSERVER .................. S600 

4626·C LAC·32 RS·232 ...................... S475 

48271LC 1I ....................................... S2.200 

4825 ITC·128·A ............................... S4,500 

4586 ITC 128 ..................................... S600 

7405 VME LAN CONTROLLER ............ S100 

4532-A ILC ........................................ S450 

Mv/COMM. ALL ................................. CALL 

MEMORY 
7039128MB MEM AV85/95 ............... S950 

7037 32MB MEM AV85195 ................ .s150 

7016 128MB AV5225 MEM ................ S900 

7017 192MB AV5225 MEM ............ .$1.900 

AV17019 32MB AVl43/46/ .................. S475 

7076 AVl59 512MB 4X128 OIMM ... S2.100 

7089 AV136 8X128 SIMM ................ S3.400 

6618 800LPM MATRIX .................... S2.300 7149 AV/37 256MB 2X128 DlMM ... $1.800 

6215180CPS SERIAL ........................ $395 MV/ALL MEMORIES ........................... CALL 

30 New England Dr. Ramsey, NJ 07446 
,ZOII 8Z5-4629 • FAX# ,ZOI) 8ZS-t64Z 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.DATAlNVESTORS.COM 
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STORAGE 

IIStone-Age" to "Store-Agell
- Selecting a Storage Sc 

by Chris Spear, Park Place International, pecial to DGFocus 

Remember the days when your company's entire data
base fit on an Argus 354mb disk drive? Remember 
when all of your data was character-cased? Remem

ber when your backups fit on a 1600bpi reel tape? Well, we 
all know those days are long gone ... 

As applications grow in size and complexity, and re
source and security requirements grow, storage is becoming 
more and more critical every day. The mainframe/dumb ter
minal environment has given way to the enterprise. While 
this new world has obvious and numerous benefits, it also 
presents unique problems and requirements. Fortunately, 
there are excellent options to cover most any storage need. 
And the financial and physical space commitments have 
been slashed. 

Storage used to be big, bulky and expensive. That 
Argus drive that you stored your entire database on 
weighed almost 150lbs and cost $12,000.00! Contrast that 
with today's technology. In the physical space that an Argus 
drive filled, you can install a whopping 720gb's of disk 
space; the equivalent of 2033 Argus drives!! Cost has plum
meted from almost $34.00 per megabyte to as low as .07 
cents! And reliability has gone up, while maintenance has 
gone down. These days, storage has become so inexpensive 
that it is actually cheaper to store a document online than 
on paper! 

Today, there are many options when it comes to storage 
and many questions need to be answered before buying a 
storage solution. When considering a storage solution, make 
sure to answer these question first: 

1. How much storage do I need now, and how much do I 
expect to need in 6 months, one, two, and three years? 
Add 20% to your estimates. 

2. When is my next major server upgrade planned? 
Should I buy with the future in mind, or should I buy a 
temporary solution? 

3. What will the storage be used for (backups, 
imaging/C.O.L.D. , database, operating system, archived 
files, applications?) 

4. How quickly must data be accessed? For example, a 
P.O.S. operator needs item pricing to be available in
stantaneously, but an eight-year-old invoice is rarely 
needed with the same urgency. 

5. What will the storage be attached to? One server or sev
eral? Are they homogenous, or of various makes (IBM, 
DG, HP)? 

6. Who will access the data? Is security an issue? How 
and where will security be managed? 

7. What is my budget? Storage can cost from as little as 
$500 to over $1,000,000, and many times involves so
phisticated software and costly professional implemen
tation services. As many MIS Directors know, the needs 
of the company often take a back seat to budgetary con
straints when it comes to hardware purchases! 
Once you have answered the above questions to your 
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satisfaction, you should have a fairly clear picture of what 
you plan to do with your storage. Now it's time to take a 
look at the actual types of storage that are available , their 
uses, and their relative costs. Below is a brief list of the 
more popular types of storage that are available either new 
or on the used market, and their respective uses. 

Fixed Disk: Once the default online storage medium for 
minicomputers and mainframes, these days 
fixed disk drives are regularly used in work
stations, or on servers as root drives on which 
the operating system resides. 

Hot swap: Many departmental and enterprise level 
servers are now being offered with built-in hot 
swap disk drive capability. This feature allows 
a user to replace a defective drive without 
having to bring the server down. Many servers 
al 0 support various levels of RAID. 

Disk Array: Currently the storage solution of choice among 
many companies, the modern disk array offers 
high seek and transfer rates and extremely 
large amounts of storage. It also provides 
peace of mind with redundant disk drives, 
cooling, power, storage processors, and 
read/write cache. Disk arrays were introduced 
about a decade ago, and are now available in 
AT A, SCSI and Fibre versions. 

SAN.: 

Optical: 

The Storage Area Network is the natural pro
gression of the disk array. Incorporating all of 
the features of a disk array, the SAN takes 
storage to the next level. A SAN may be con
figured to allow data to be shared by several 
different types of hosts , or each host can be al
located it's own block of data on one disk 
array. Servers and disk arrays are connected 
using Ethernet and switches, hence the name. 

Optical disks are considered "near-line" stor
age. Although optical disks are not as fast as 
hard disks, files are generally still available at 
the touch of a button. The advantages are that 
the media offers reasonably high capacities, is 
inexpensive, and can be easily removed, mak
ing it a perfect choice for off-site storage. 

Cartridge Tape: A very popular choice for backing up 
files , cartridge tape drives are (were) available 
in capacities from 15mb all the way up to as 
much as 14gb. Popular formats included 
(QIC), 4mm, and Smm. Although popular, 
they are often replaced by DL T technology as 
backup demands increase. 
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DLT Drives: DLT (Digital Linear Tape) drives have become 
extremely popular for their capacity, reliabili
ty, speed, and affordable media. They are 
available in 10/20, 15/30, 20/40, 35/70, and 
40/BOgb capacities, and the format has been 
widely accepted amongst virtually all of the 
major manufacturers. 

future. Until then, there are some excellent products avail
able to fill just about every need. The most difficult part 
may be simply making a decision. Hopefully, you are now 
armed with the knowledge to help make the right one. 6. 
Contact Chris Spear at Park Place International, 1-800-031-
3366. 

DL T Arrays: Are BOgb's of backup capacity 
not enough for you? Look 
into a DLT Array, which in
corporates up to seven indi
vidual DLT drives, stripped 
together much the same as a 
disk array. 

A.LT.: Advanced Intelligent Tape 
technology was introduced to 
the market by Sony. A.LT. 
utilizes an Bmm cartridge, but 
the tape composition is 
A.M.E., or Advanced Metal 
Evaporative, and is incompat
ible with standard Bmm tape 
formats. A.LT. claims high re
liability, self-cleaning heads, 
and M.Le. , or Memory In 
Cassette, which allegedly 
speeds up seek and transfer 
rates. 

If you 're not sure which solution best fits 
your needs and budget, you can often find 
good information through such sources as 
consultants, independent hardware deal
ers , or your VAR. Experienced companies 
will often provide you with several ways 
to address your specific needs, and can 
sometimes show you ways to accomplish 
the same results at a lower cost. 

While price is obviously an important 
piece of the puzzle, other issues must be 
addressed before making a purchase. Expe
rience is invaluable in this area. Select a 
vendor that really tries to understand the 
way your business works, and how a stor
age solution will fit into your company as 
a whole. Quality and warranty coverage 
are equally important. It does no good to 
save 25% on a "budget" solution, only to 
find that you can't support when it myste
riously crashes. 

Looking at the advances in technology 
over the past ten years , it is interesting to 
think where we will be ten years into the 
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A Strategic Perspective on Disk Storage Sub 
by Ardavan Tajbakhsh, Special to DGFocus 

We live in and age of information. Day and night, 
around the globe, it is being created, collected, 
collated, digitized, scanned, manipulated, sorted, 

read, filtered, and stored. The sheer volume of digital infor
mation is growing rapidly as it becomes more pervasive, 
meaning that the requirements for storing all this data are 
growing exponentially, and therein lies the problem. Can 
we, as guardians of information, continue to manage it in 
the same manner that we have been in the past and do so ef
fectively? The simple answer is "No". 

It is time to take a step back from the ever expanding 
storage nightmare precipice and view storage in a trategic 
light. 

Today's Disk Storage Subsystems 

Disk storage appears in many forms, including rigid disk 
drives, optical disk storage, removable disks, and disk drive 
arrays. However, there currently exist three major storage 
paradigms in the marketplace today: 

Server Attached Storage 
In this traditional model, each server has dedicated storage 
which is attached to it. Quite understandably, the market 
drove the relentlessly expanding physical space each drive 
wa capable of providing, as evolutionary improvements in 
disk storage technologies became available. We saw disks 
evolve from a few hundred megabytes of torage to 1GB, 
2GB, 4GB, 6GB, 8GB, 9GB, 10GB, 18GB, 20GB, 33GB and 
are now seeing fixed magnetic disk drives capable of storing 
close t080 gigabytes of data. 

In the distant past, a server would contain a single hard 
disk of varying capacity. In recent years, this has been aug
mented with dedicated SCSI disk arrays which could be at
tached to servers, introducing new capabilities such as the 
ability to make use of RAID technology. This is the model 
which we currently use today in our computer room, using 
SCSI disk arrays attached to Sun servers, and numerous 
CLARiiON disk subsystems attached to our A ViiON servers. 

The pros and cons of using this model, particularly 
when conSidering disk drive arrays, depend to a great ex
tent on the specific product in the marketplace which is ul
timately selected. Benefits of a good product, for example, 
include the ability to attach multiple servers to a single disk 
array. Deficiencies in this model include inflexible opera
tion due to the necessity for hardware and software manip
ulation in order to move portions of this storage between 
servers. Furthermore, reallocation of disk space between 
servers would require downtime on each server involved. 
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Network Attached Storage (NAS) 
In this model a "network appliance" or disk array subsys
tem is connected directly to the network and partitioned 
between one or more network servers. The appliance may 
be optimized for "read" operations, and is a good candidate 
for supporting a corporate web server becau e of the natur
al imbalance which exists in this application between read 
and write operations. 

These are e entially proprietary network devices 
using standard network protocols to move data between 
them and a server or client workstation. Such devices often 
have high performance capabilities, but at a premium price, 
and have the added "costs" associated with a proprietary 
storage device, operating sy tern, and data server. Although 
NAS appliances are fairly scalable, their proprietary nature 
often dictates the type of data which can be stored on them 
or the methods by which they can be used. 

Storage Area Networks (SAN) 
In some sense, although the "packaging" of this torage 
model appears to be new to the storage indu try, the con
cept itself is not new at all. Consider that most data centers 
which still have a mainframe environment are already 
using "Storage Area Networks" in some fashion, including 
the notion of providing attached, shared storage for multi
ple hosts. What is new, however, i the fact that for the 
SAN model, these architectures and strategies are being de
ployed within a distributed environment. 

This model, which is being "repackaged" as being fair
ly new to the torage industry, utilizes the newe t storage 
architecture based on Fiber Channel Arbitrated Loop 
(FCAL) technology, Fiber Channel network switches, and 
components to view the "network" as a storage medium. 
Using this method, it is possible to connect Unix and NT 
servers via the SAN to one or more disk storage subsystems 
via network "channels," allowing high performance, scala
bility, load balanCing, and dynamic disk management. 

Typically, these days, as distributed Local Area Net
works (LANs) are being re-engineered to provide continu
ous operation and are hosting mission critical application 
and services, this common "data center technology" is 
being applied to them. 

Elements of a Storage Strategy 

The first step in viewing a process, function, or technology 
strategically is understanding your relationship between it 
and your current situation. There is no doubt that institu
tions and corporations have spent hundreds of thousands 
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of dollars on storage mediums over the past several years without a clear vision 
and direction for storage management. Perhaps your organization is one of them. 
Part of the reason for the lack of vision was the unsuitability of the technology 
available at the time to provide the results which were required or, for that matter, 
desired. 

At Carleton University, one of the goals which Computing & Communications 
Services (CCS) has been able to achieve to some degree is the centralization of the 
data within our distributed Unix and NT domain . Rather than continuing to pur
chase disk storage subsystems on a project by project basis, or to meet capacity de
mands, we needed to follow a roadmap which would allow us to achieve better in
teroperability, scalability, manageability, and performance in a dynamic manner. 
We did not, however, wish to achieve these goals at the cost of the security and the 
integrity of this data. 

Today, using the technologies which are readily available in the marketplace, 
it is possible to define the road map which will help you to meet similar objectives. 
Furthermore, it is possible to reach such goals in a staged fashion which is fiscally 
re ponsible. 

In evaluating those technologies which will help you achieve such goals for 
your organization, there are a number of broad, high-level categories which you 
should consider: 

Interoperability 
The majority of our new applications and services reside within Unix and Win
dows NT domains. Rather than taking a religious position on operating systems, as 
many "techies" are wont to do, we encourage our staff to focus instead on client 
needs and we endeavor to tailor solutions based on those elements which will best 
meet their requirements. In this regard, it is no longer appropriate to merely think 
that a particular service will reside either on a Unix or a Windows NT operating 
system. It may well be that different application modules and data may reside on 
both operating systems and collectivity perform the required function for the 
client, or achieve the desired need. The interoperability of the operating systems 
we support is essential to the success of the solutions we craft in this "distributed 
layer approach" to designing applications and services. 

Scalability 
Over the last few years, we had achieved a measure of scalability with the pur
chase of CLARiiON RAID disk storage subsystems. With these disk subsystem we 
have been able to add extra disk drives, where space was available within the stor
age array, in order to meet capacity demands, or to swap drives out for disks of 
larger capacity. However, towards the latter half of 1999 it appeared prudent to ex
amine disk storage technologies which would allow us to achieve a greater mea
sure of scalability, in particular as we were making preparations to purchase an 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) application. 

Manageability 
Even with our disk arrays, once our disk subsystems were partitioned and filesys
tems had been created, it still took some effort on our part to expand on the exist
ing space. In addition, without specialized tools, we lacked the ability to centrally 
manage our host of disk subsystems from a single console. We also did not have 
the ability to move disk storage between system in order to meet specific or peak 
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demand needs without considerable effort and downtime 
of the servers involved. Furthermore, from a planning point 
of view, we lacked detailed and timely information about 
how much storage was allocated to various clients, and 
how that storage was being utilized. 

Performance 
Our existing disk architectures were attached to a variety of 
servers of varying capabilities. The performance associated 
with data delivery from a server to a client was dependent 
on the server hosting the data on its particular disk subsys
tem. Because of this, it was hard to identify the source of 
this type of a performance problem, if indeed it was a con
sideration. 

Storage Subsystem Requirements 

In order to create a vision and a strategy for the direction 
which we needed to take from a technology infrastructure 
point of view with regard to storage, we needed to consider 
a number of critical operational elements. These elements 
all needed to be addressed if we were to create a suitable 
storage architecture as we moved ahead with our institu
tional strategic IT plans. These were: 

Backup and Restore 
We had made great strides in the backup and restoration of 
data files by moving, several years ago, to an "enterprise 
view" of backups, as it related to those systems which CCS 
was responsible for. This entailed the purchase of an au
toloader "robot" equipped with trays of DLT tapes which 
were managed by enterprise backup software. This contin
ues to be used today to provide backup and restore services 
to our Unix, Windows NT and Netware domains. 

If we were to entertain recommendations for a disk 
storage strategy, consideration had to be given to the back
up and restoration of data from and to this medium. As it is 
expected that disk storage requirements will grow explo
sively in the next few years, the backup strategy to be 
adopted had to be a logical extension of what we were al
ready doing at the time. 

Business Resumption 
Any disk storage strategy which was to be adopted should 
have had inherent within it the means by which we would 
be able to enhance our ability to provide business resump
tion should the original data be destroyed by a disaster. In 
this regard, the technology would have to be easily extensi
ble to provide a mirrored image of critical data at a remote 
location within the framework of manageability, perfor
mance, and cost control. 

Interoperability 
A disk storage subsystem should be based on "open stan
dards" to allow it to be connected to any open system serv
er platform, whether it be Unix, NT, or otherwise. This 
would prOVide flexibility of choice by allowing, for exam-
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pIe, disk storage to move between different server plat
forms through a project's life cycle and would allow us the 
ability to leverage our investment in uch server architec
tures. Furthermore, it was a requirement that both Unix 
and NT clients be able to access the same data on both plat
forms from the same localized area and with somewhat the 
same level of performance. 
The storage subsystem under review also had to be inte
grated seamlessly into at least the Solaris and the Windows 
NT operating systems as well as Sun and Intel hardware ar
chitectures. Support for a broader range of operating sys
tems and hardware architectures were deemed to be an 
asset. 

Availability 
We currently store critical data using RAID technology 
with multiple paths from the data to the attached server in 
order to ensure data availability. Any disk storage subsys
tem to be adopted would have to have had "high availabili
ty" features and no single point of failure. A desired fea
ture in such a system would be the ability to allow "sys
tems staff" to carry out firmware, software, and hardware 
upgrades in a non-disruptive manner; that is, the ability to 
carry out service on the disk subsystem while still being 
able to prOVide access to the data for clients. 

Performance 
We were experiencing sustained growth in the utilization 
of our Unix and NT domains by our clients. At the same 
time, we were carrying out network upgrades in order to 
enhance the performance path between clients and the 
servers which we manage. For example, in one of our NT 
domains we regularly have upwards of 1000 concurrent 
users per core server. Any disk storage architecture should 
have been able to cope with such sustained and growing 
loads. As we move network connections from 10 Mbps to 
100 Mbps, and from "shared" to "switched" access, the 
disk subsystem should be able to support data transfer 
rates at or exceeding 100 Mbps. 

Capacity 
The initial capacity for a disk subsystem to serve the re
quirements of the ERP Applications Suite of software was 
to be 120 GB of usable disk space for the development sys
tem(s). The production system will have multiple server 
hosts attached to this disk subsystem once we move out of 
the initial development phase in another one to one and a 
half years. 

Scalability 
A desired feature was to be the ability to purchase disk 
space as required to meet the demands of various projects 
and continue to add the space to an existing core disk sub
system without having to purchase a whole new "disk 
silo." In this regard the extensible nature of a single disk 
array, and its ancillary hardware, to support a large number 
of disks was desirable. 



Manageability 
In terms of being able to effectively manage disk storage, 
our ystem taff required the ability to: 

• reallocate disk space between servers in a nondisrup
tive and fairly dynamic fashion, 

• manage disk mirrors in a more comprehensive fashion 
than we had been already doing, 

• control data security easily, 

• resize filesystems, 

• perform non-disruptive service on the infrastructure, 

• control a variety of di k sub y tern from a single 
graphical user interface station. 

"Open" Standards 
The disk storage subsystem was to be based on "open" 
rather than proprietary standards. It had to be able to inte
grate easily into the emerging SAN technology architecture 
and standards which were being adopted in the market
place and be easily configurable to include features which 
would become available as SANs mature. 

Maintenance 
Technical staff from the company who were to be perform
ing maintenance on the storage subsystems had to be local 
to the Ottawa-Carleton region. Depending on the applica
tion, various grades of service were identified as being re
quired. However, service personnel had to be able to meet 
the requirement of having a service response time which 
was adequate to maintain a system uptime of 99.99% or, in 
other words, a system downtime not to exceed 1 hour per 
year. In order to meet this strict level of service, an online 
diagnostic, preventative maintenance, and pre-failure hard
ware exchange program had to be part of the maintenance 
program. 

Conclusion 

I hope that I have been able to provide an overview of some 
of the important choices available in the marketplace when 
evaluating disk storage subsystems, and the criteria against 
which they should be judged. 

The main point which I wish to make is that the use of 
disk storage should be evaluated from a strategic perspec
tive with a view to the future of information storage at your 
organization. 

Beyond Tomorrow 

Keeping up with the "strategic theme" of this article, I wish 
to make one fina l observation. As we look ahead, one thing 
to keep an eye on is the evolving technologies related to 
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Storage Area Networks as such networks mature. I believe 
it i accurate to ay that fiber- hannel olution for SAN 
are the solution of choice, at least in the near term. 

However, as we are seeing other technologies, such as 
"voice communications," unifying around the use of 
TCP/IP, I expect the same thing will occur with SANs. Eth
ernet technologies and TCP/IP have been utilized for a long 
time now, relative to the technology timescale for use of 
such communications technologies, and would appear to 
be a natural choice for use within SANs. Indeed, if this be
comes a reality, I expect that they will present a significant 
challenge to today's fiber-channel technology. f1 

Ardavan Tajbakhsh is the Manager of the Technology In
frastructure, Division of Computing fr Communications 
Services at Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada. He may 
be reached by E-mail at:Ardavan@ccs.carleton.ca. 
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ICOBOL 3 -w o w I • 
by Tim Boyer, Special to DGFocus 

I 'm writing this at the beginning of July. By the time you and specify a record number or character number at which 
read it, ICOBOL 3 should be released - we're testing the to start. 
third beta version right now. Egan Systems doesn't issue ICOBOL3 now also supports EXTERNAL files and data 

a new major revision lightly. The changes from 2 to 3 are as items. All programs in the run unit can share and modify 
major as the changes from 1 to 2. I'll try to hit the high an external data item, and the changes are apparent to all. 
points, but if you can, this would be a really good year to at- Similarly, an external file is at the same record number and 
tend the annual ICOBOL conference. ,---------------, is using the same key for all programs in 
Alas, I don't have dates or venue yet; the run unit. 
when I do, I'll publish it as soon as pos- COPY REPLACING and nested copy 
sible. fields are now supported. The nested copy 

There's too much to cover in detail "For those of you who is going to be really useful in my DE-
in an article, so I'll just hit some of the CLARA TIVES. I can standardize every-
high points, which means that this is have been around a thing with just a few lines: 
going to be even more rambling than my 

while - isn't there 
ABSENT-ERROR SECTION. USE AFTER 
ERROR PROCEDURE ON ABSENT-FILE. 

usual column. Please keep in mind that 
my high points are probably not your 
high points - unless there really is a big 
demand out there for arcsin functions. I 
suggest you go take a look for yourself at something poetic about 

PROCESS-ABSENT -FILE-ERROR. 
MOVE ABSENT-FILE-STATUS TO 

FILE-ERROR-ST ATUS. www.icobol.com.Thisisamajor.cx 
code revision. This means that if you 
want to take advantage of the new fea
tures, you're going to have to recompile 

VS COBOL using an MOVE" ABSENTFILE" TO FILE
ERROR-NAME. 
COPY "COMMON.DS". 

your programs. If you don't have source, ICOBOL compiler?" 
you'll not be able to upgrade. Everything in COMMON.DS refer-

I suppose I ought to start at the be- ences the FILE-ERROR- names, and so an 
ginning - writing code. Although it's error will display the correct file name. By 
not included in the beta, ICOBOL 3 will '--____________ --l the way, the first statement in COM-
include an Integrated Runtime Environment (IDE) based on MON.DS is ACCEPT EXCEPTION-STATUS FROM EXCEP-
MicroEdge's Visual SlickEdit. As far as I'm concerned, VSE TION STATUS. If you aren't capturing the EXCEPTION-
is simply the best programmer's editor ever written. Yes, it's STATUS, you're missing out on a lot of information. 
even better than CRTEDIT! From within the IDE you can The REPLACING construct means that you can have, 
edit, compile, debug, and run. It's got macros, highlighted say, one standard open statement, and modify it as neces-
reserved names, it's incredibly configurable - in short, it's sary. I've made a copyfile called OPEN_EMPLOYEE.PL that 
everything you ever wanted in an editor. looks like this: 

I've not had a chance to play with the 'ICOBOL specif
ic' version, so I can't say for sure what it's like. But I'm will
ing to bet you'll never go back to what you were using once 
you've tried it. This is a Windows 9x/NT product only, and 
it will be an extra-cost item. 

OPEN INPUT EMPLOYEE-FILE. 
IF EMPLOYEE-FILE-STATUS IS NOT = I-O-OK 

PERFORM CALL-PROGRAM-PA YROLL-MENU. 

The compiler will now generate tluee types of code - And then I modify it to fit: 
traditional ICOBOL, with its ANSI74 file status codes and 
semantics, strict ANSI85 code, and the new one - VX
COBOL. VXCOBOL is consistent with DG AOSIVS COBOL, 
and Egan's VXCOBOL. For those of you who have been 
around a while - isn't there something poetic about VS 
COBOL using an ICOBOL compiler? 

Although the file revision is staying at 7, some new file 
types and manipulations are available. Variable length 
records are now supported for indexed, sequential, and rel
ative files, by specifying the RECORD IS VARYING clause, 
and putting the minimum and maximum sizes into the FD 
statement. And, you can now START a fixed sequential file, 
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COPY "OPEN_EMPLOYEE.PL" 
REPLACING ==INPUT== BY ==EXCLUSlVE 1-0== 

==CALL-PROGRAM-PA YROLL-MENU== BY ==CALL
PROGRAM-EMPLOYEE-MENU==. 

One of my biggest problems when I started using CALL 
rather than CALL PROGRAM was a bad habit of mine to 
leave programs without cancelling them. I'd then CALL the 
same program again. Files would be left open; data values 
would have been changed, and in generaL things would not 
work well. There are now three ways to avoid this. 



First is the IS INITIAL clause: 

PROGRAM-rD. Program-name IS INITIAL PROGRAM. 

ICOBOL 

form, and a two-digit integer. It uses the two-digit integer to 
determine the sliding window for calculating the century. 
So if you feed it 660224 60, it'll return 20660224; with 
66022450, it'll return 19660224. 

This means that, regardless of the state the program was INTEGER-OF -DA TE returns the number of days past 
left in, each time it's called it is put into its 1/1/1601; DATE-OF-INTEGER converts number of days to a 
initial state - files are closed, data items r---------------, date. So to age an invoice 60 days out: 
have their VALUE clauses applied, and so 
on. I'll do this with most of my programs. 

Next, you can use the INITIALIZE 
statement. This lets you set values based 
on the field type. For instance, with a 
record like so: 

"This is a 
COMPUTE DUE-DATE = FUNCTION 
DA TE-OF -INTEGER (FUNCTION INTE
GER-OF-DATE (INVOICE-DATE) + 60). 

01 MY-RECORD. 
03 MY-ALPHA-DATA P C 

long-planned 
How many lines does it take you to do 
that calculation now? 

There are a dozen or so date functions 
that make dealing with dates as easy as 

X(20) value "AAAA". 
03 MY -NDMERIC-DA T AP 

S9(8)V9(2). 
C 

upgrade, and it looks dealing with numbers. Ah, if only they'd 
been around a few years ago, when we 
were all doing Y2K conversions! 

03 MY-COMP-DATA PIC 9(4) 
COMPo like they've done it 

There are a couple of financial func
tions. I've always thought it strange that 
COBOL, a business language, didn't have 

INITIAUZE MY-RECORD sets the alpha to basic financial functions built in. Well, it 
spaces, and both numerics to zero. INI- right." does now - ANNUITY and PRESENT-
TIALlZE MY-RECORD VALUE would set VALUE. And, of course, the EXP func-
the alpha to AAAA, and the numerics to tions make it easy to calculate anything 
zero. There are many other options, in- else. 
cluding a REPLACING option. L-. ____________ ---! Some of the string routines are useful. 

The third method is to use CALL BY CONTENT. Nor- NUMVAL-C ("$1,234,567.89CR") will return 1234567.89-
mally, ICOBOL did a CALL BY REFERENCE - when you into a numeric field. So you can get rid of all of those '**S 
did a CALL PROGRAM PROGRAM-NAME USING DATA- Warning: Illegal combination of data items in MOVE' errors 
FIELDS, any changes to the items in DATA-FIELDS would that you've been ignoring. 
be brought back to the calling program. You can now speci- Others are, well, iffy at best. REVERSE ("ICOBOL") re-
fy CALL ... USING BY CONTENT DATA-FIELDS, and it's turns "LOBOCI." Will the first person to actually use this 
like you were operating on a copy of DATA-FIELDS. The please give me a call? 
original values are left unchanged. Reference modification is now supported. If your input 

On to the procedure division. I'll start where I started field is "1234567890", you can say 
15 years ago. One of my first ICOBOL columns was how to 
do square roots and trig functions in ICOBOL. I've got some 
tire design programs that run in ICOBOL, and need to be 
able to do these. It's suddenly become a lot easier. My 
square root routine now looks like this: 

COMPUTE SQUARE-ROOT-OF-NUMBER = FUNCTION 
SQRT (ORIGINAL-NUMBER). 

Yes, ICOBOL got functions. There are some 60-odd 
mathematical, trigonometric, statistical, date, and financial 
functions. All the ones you'd expect are there - SIN, TAN, 
COS, EXP, LOG, FACTORIAL, STANDARD-DEVIATION. 

Some of the date routines are interesting. For instance 
DATE-TO-YYYYMMDD takes as input a date in YYMMDD 

MOVE INPUT-FIELD (4:4) TO OUTPUT-FIELD. 

and output-field will contain "4567." If you don't specify a 
length after the colon, it'll give you the rest of the field. 
Combine this with INSPECT, and I can see a lot of uses for 
this one. 

We finally get EVALUATE. If you've used other lan
guages, this is the equivalent of the CASE statement: 

EVALUATE STUDENT-GRADE 
WHEN ZERO THRU 60 

MOVE "F" TO ALPHA-GRADE, 
PERFORM NOTIFY-PARENT 

WHEN 61 THRU 70 
MOVE "D" TO ALPHA-GRADE, 
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WHEN 71 THRU 80 
MOVE "C" TO ALPHA-GRADE, 

WHEN 81 THRU 90 
MOVE "B" TO ALPHA-GRADE, 

WHEN 91 THRU 99 
MOVE "A" TO ALPHA-GRADE, 

WHEN OTHER 
MOVE "A+" TO ALPHA-GRADE, 
PERFORM ADD-TO-DEANS-LIST, 

END-EVALUATE. 

I could probably write an entire column on EVALUATE 
alone. 

I know I've left out features you'll find interesting. I'm 
writing thi without benefit of documentation - all I've got 
are the release notes. By the time you get thi , complete 
documentation should be available on line . Go to 
www.icobol.com and check it out. 

And now the bottom line. What's it going to co t? At 

press time, there were no exact numbers available, but Ed 
Egan said it would run about 30% of your license fees. 
That's fair. Unlike companies that put out a major revi ion 
every few months, the last major revision of ICOBOL wa 
1994. Since then, there have been six no-charge revisions, 
and goodnes knows how many updates. Compare that to a 
certain larger software company, with major revisions in 
'95,98, and 2000. 

This i a long-planned upgrade, and it look like 
they've done it right. ICOBOL had been missing a bunch of 
features that other COBOLs were including - thi will bring 
them up to date. All around, a nice job. Can't wait to start 
writing programs. . . t!. 

Tim Boyer is IS Manager at Denman Tire Corporation. He 
may be reached at 400 DiehJ Rd., Leavittsburg, OH 44430, 
(330) 675-4249, emai/edattim@denmantire.com. or on the 
Data General web bulletin board site at w.""w-csc.dg.com. 

TLC has been selected as the Preferred Provider of 
Data General Legacy Systems and Computer 

Supplies and Accessories. 
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Our Conference 
Location -

5an Antonio, Texas 

pace. It connects the old and the new, 

blending a mix of cultures into a unique 

heritage. It's charming, exciting, and 

Welcome to San Antonio, a big Texan 

town with a down-home appeal. Where a 

River Walk is an exercise in eating. 

reveling and shopping. Where missions 

are must-see attractions, not ambitious 

goals. Where the Alamo springs from his

tory books and dolphins leap at Sea

World. Where finding a challenging game 

of golf is just a matter of course. 

The San Antonio Marriott Riverwalk 

Hotel is located in the middle of all that's 

wondeful about San Antonio - right on 

the River Walk! 

Informotion and photos provided by the San Antonio 
Marriott Riverwalk Hotel. 



Joel Schwartz, 
DG President, 

Keynote Speaker 

at; A 

FULL CONFERENCE REGISTRATION 
INCLUDES: 

Sunday evening - Welcome Reception 
Monday - DG Day 
Tuesday - TLC General Session, NADGUG Lunch, 

Breakouts 
Wednesday - DG Education Sessions 

Networks 
Windows 2000 

Unix 
Single Day Registration is Available 

To REGISTER 
Complete the form on the next page and fax it to (512) 335-3083 

OR 
Phone: 1-800-253-3902 

E-Mail: nadgug@tkp.com 
Web: www.nadgug.org 

Mail: P.O. Box 200549, Austin, TX 78720 

SAVE ON REGISTRATIONS! 
An Early Bird discount is available for all registrations received by 

October 2, 2000. Companies with multiple attendees can call for special discount details. 

HOTEL RESERVATIONS 
NADGUG 2000 will be held at the Marriott Riverwalk Hotel in San Antonio. The special

room rate is $160 per night plus state and local tax for up to 4 people. To make reservations, 
you must call the hotel directly at 1-800-648-4462. Be sure to mention NADGUG to receive 
the special rate. Reservations require either a first night deposit or major credit card. The 

special rate is guaranteed on reservations made by October 2,2000. 

NEED MORE INFORMATION OR A 
FULL REGISTRATION PACKET? 

Complete the form on the next page and indicate what you need. 
Registration packets will be available soon! 



FAX FORM TO (512) 335-3083 
OR 

Phone: 1-800-253-3902 
E-Mail: nadgug@tkp.com 

Web: www.nadgug.org 
Mail: P.O. Box 200549, Austin, TX 78720 

1-- YES! I would like to receive a Registration Packet with complete details on the pro 

ANDIOR 
gram of events. 

1---- YES! I'm ready to register. 

Name ________________________________ MemberNo. __________________ _ 

Title ________________________________________________________________ _ 
Company __________________________________________________________ __ 

Department. _____________________________ Maii Stop ___________________ _ 
Address ____________________________________________________________ __ 

City _______________________ ,State ________ Zip _______________________ __ 

Country Phone _____________________ _ 

E-mail Fax ________________________ _ 

Registration Fees Members Non-members 
(Includes one year membership) 

Full Conference 
Early Bird (Received by October 2) $795 
After October 2 $945 

Single Day $315 
(check one) Mon __ Tues __ Wed __ 

Welcome Reception Guest $ 35 

Method of Payment: Checks. payable to NADGUG 
Cancellation Policy: No full refunds will be given after October 2. 

$ 995 $ 
$1,145 $ 

$ 315 $ 

$ 35 $_----

Total $ _______ __ 



NADGUG 2000 At-a-Glance 
See Next Page for Presentation Overview. Full details in Registration Packet 

I 

Monday 

II 

Tuesday 

I 

Wednesday 
October 30 October 31 November 1 

8:00 DGDay TLC - Smart Answers for Networks Unix Win2000 
Your In/c0rmation Ed Ed Ed 
Techno ogy Needs Session Session Session 

8:30 

9:00 Opening Session 
Keynote Address 

Storage, Appliances, and 

9:30 New Technology of the Eagle - Services for 
Millennium 

AOS/VS SEPAC Customers 

10:00 Coffee Break 

10:30 Coffee Break NADGUG 
Business Meeting 

11:00 Evolution of DC Systems Birds of a Feather 
Nova - Numa - Beyond 

11:30 Peer - to - Peer 
Networking 

12:30 Lunch Lunch Lunch 

1:30 Microsoft Presentation 
From Effective Migration Networks Unix Win2000 

Concept Security Ed Ed Ed 

Win2000 to Programs Session Session Session 
Com-
merce 

2:30 Mission CISCO Automat-
Critical mg 

Support 
System 

Backups 

3:00 

3:30 Coffee Break Free Time 

4:00 EMC Storage: 
Wh ere Info Lives 

5:00 DG Reception 
Vendor Show 

Sunday, October 29, Welcome Reception 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM 



MONDAY-DG DAY 

OPENING SESSION, Keynote Address -
Storage, Appliances, and New Technologies of the Millennium 
Presenter: Joel Schwartz - President, Data General, a Division of EMC Corporation 

AFTERNOON SESSIONS -

The Evolution of Data General Systems: From Nova to Numa and Beyond 
Presenter: Bob Iacono - Vice President, Professional Services, Data General 

Microsoft Presentation - Win2000 

EMC Storaj{e: Where Information Lives 
Presenter: Grenn Paredes - Vice President of Business Integration and Strategy, Data General 

TUESDAY - GENERAL SESSION 

TLC - SMART Answers for your Information Technology' Needs 
During this session TLC Executives will discuss their role as the Preferred Provider of Data General Legacy Systems and 
Computer Supplies and Peripheral Devices. During the past year, TLC has strengthened its position with the Data Gener
al customer base by purchasmg assets, software licensing and distribution rights, and access to the Data General cus
tomer base from Data General, a Division of EMC. TLC Executives will also discuss the many programs that it has in 
place to enable customers to extend the life of their legacy applications including hosting services, disaster assurance, re
mote network management, and flexible financing programs such as short and long term rental. 

Presenter: Pat Duclos, President - TLC; Co Presenter: Tom Rizk, Chief Operating Officer - TLC 

EAGLE - Services for AOS/VS SEPAC Customers 
EAGLE Software has been contracted to provide AOS/VS performance enhancement services and consulting to cus
tomers who have been utilizing these services from EMC/Data General's Capacity Planning and Performance Services 
Group. This session will cover the performance enhancement services offered by EAGLE as a result of the new contract 
with CAPPSISEPAC. Application and data migration will also be discussed. 

Presenter: Dave Hiechel, President & CEO - Eagle Software, Inc. 

TUESDAY - BREAKOUT SESSIONS 
A voiding Potholes on the Information Superhighway -Creating an Effective Security Program 
Businesses are doing more and more with Internet teclmologies, as a means of lmproving customer service and profitabil
ity - but there are well-justified concerns that this rush along the Information Superhighway not be hindered by pot
holes in the form of security vulnerabilities which threaten to compromise your systems and data. This :presentation will 
provide a high-level roadmap for establishing an effective security program within your entire organizatlOn, including 
discussion of policies, procedures, security administrative staff, education, and more. 

Presenter: Tom Gutnick, Security Architect - Data General 
From ConceRt to Commerce 
This session addresses how rapid deployment of e-Commerce technology solutions is changing the competitive land
scape of most industries within the U.S. C-bridge will present case studles of companies that have moved to e-Com
merce as an alternate channel of sales and product distribution. They will discuss a successful methodology that they de
ploy that enables these companies to move rapidly from concept to implementation of these business critical applica
tions within the enterprise ousiness environment. 

Presenter: Sam D'Urso, Vice President - Open Enterprise Corporation 
Assistant: Rick Kelley, Business Development - Open Enterprise Corporation 

Mission Critical Support in the New Economy 
Most enterprises that nave moved to an e-Business model now rely on e-Commerce and support their customers through 
e-Service over the web. They have created new sales and service channels that now are critical to their overall market 
success. In this session TLC will discuss potential solutions to the challenges facing the IT organization within these en
terprises, which include multi-vendor support, rapid application deployment, supporting network and application infra
structures that commUflicate directly with customers, suppliers, and :partners 

Presenter: Dave Sullivan, Vice President - TLC; Asslstant: Leo Vigeant, Director - TLC 

Automating System Backups 
As network aata grows from 50-100% each year, and companies continue to downsize their information management 
staff, a higher riSK is created in the area of data storage and disaster recovery. This tOllic will include an in depth look at 
the causes and potential solutions of data loss. Important features to consider when choosing a network backup software 
solution will be discussed, as well as a comparison of the tape drive and library hardware options available on the mar
ket today. Finally, integration, network requirements and connectivity will be discussed. 

Presenter: Dave Hiechel. President & CEO - Eagle Software, Inc. 

Migration: Details in Registration Packet 
Cisco: Details in Registration Packet 

WEDNESDAY - DG ED SESSION 
Networks 
Unix 
Win 2000 

Details in Registration Packet 



SECURITY 

A Windows 2000 Security Implementation 
by Tom Gutnick, Enterprise Architect, Microsoft Enterprise Practice, Data General 

D ata General's Professional Services o~ganization . re
cently participated in designing and Implementmg 
one of the world 's first Microsoft Windows 2000 

and is expected to be deployed across an additional 1,700 
Windows 2000 Professional desktops by March 2000. 

deployments. The project team included .----------------, Project Description 

experts in networking, domain architec- HomeLife's enterprise infrastructure solu-
ture, collaboration software, security, and " the company was tion features twenty dual-processor AVi-
many other areas. This paper discusses iON AV 3704R Windows 2000 servers 
tlle security aspects of the project. I h and eight A V 2800 servers, including a 

seeking a so ution t at Data General Microsoft Windows NT 

Background Information Cluster-in-a-Box® solution and a Data 
would provide a General Exchange-in-a-Box solution, each 

HomeLife chose Data General in 1999 to hOUSing two AViiON AV 3704 servers. 
provide a complete, centralized comput- The Windows 2000 operating system 
ing infrastructure in an early adoption of development hosts Microsoft Exchange, lIS, Active Di-
the Windows 2000 operating system. rectory, SMS Server, SQL 7.0 relational 

HomeLife, formerly the furniture di- environment to database, print and file , and Internet Ex-
vision of Sears, had recently become a plorer. The A V 3704 servers are also run-
private company, requiring it to invest in ning Axent's Raptor Firewall security 
an independent IT infrastructure that support planned software, Dynamic Host Server Protocol 
would be fully operational in less than 18 (DHCP), and a sales forecasting applica-
months. The company was looking for a tion. 
cost-effective solution that could be easily e-commerce Data General's Network Solutions 
deployed, administered, and managed practice has designed and is currently 
from a central location, to support Home- initiatives." implementing a Frame Relay WAN and 
Life's overall business growth plans. With switched LAN for 127 locations. Network 
limited staffing - HomeLife planned to applications will provide connectivity for 
have an IT staff of perhaps 10-15 - L--_____________ ..... approximately 2000 users and will even-
HomeLife also required strong technical and project man- tually support state-of-the-art RF, application prioritiza-
agement with a proven methodology to ensure the success tion , security and Internet applications. The management 
of the implementation. In addition, the company was of HomeLife's WAN and LAN network solution will be 
seeking a solution that would provide a development en- handled by the DG Managed LiiNKS service. This service 
vironment to support planned e-commerce initiatives. provides 7 x 24 network monitoring and network manage-

Data General offered a solution focused on server and ment services for HomeLife's 140 location WAN and LAN. 
storage consolidation, providing scalability and manage- In addition, HomeLife's new technology platform in-
ability, and reducing total cost of ownership for HomeLife. cludes Data General 's A V 25000 NUMA enterprise servers. 
It includes the project management, design, implementa- These servers are used to run GERS Retail Systems' Enter-
tion, and deployment of the company's local area network prisel software solution, a business processing solution 
and wide area network for a total of 127 locations, in sup- that meets the company's retail automation needs, and 
port of over 2,000 corporate and remote users. The entire also for disaster recovery at a remote hot-site location. 
infrastructure solution will run on the Windows 2000 op- HomeLife is also using EMC's CLARiiON FC5500 and 
erating system and host a variety of Microsoft applications FC5000 storage systems. 
including Exchange, lIS, Active Directory, SMS Server, The project was implemented in phases. The first 
SQL 7.0 relational database, print and file, and Internet phase was the pilot architecture and design; the ens~ing 
Explorer. The project architecture utilizes Data General's proof-of-concept implementation encompassed the first 
A ViiON® enterprise servers and EMC's CLARiiON® stor- group of production users. The security asp~cts of ~at . 
age systems. The project "went live" in HomeLife's corpo- initial design and implementation are what IS descnbed III 
rate headquarters in December 1999, supporting 300 users, this paper 
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FOUNDATION FOR SECURITY 

Windows 2000 Security Features 

Windows 2000 builds upon, and greatly extends, the foun
dation laid with earlier operating system versions, espe
cially Windows NT version 4.0. Highlights of previous se
curity features include: 

• Username/password authentication 

• File permissions: Protection can be applied on a per

to other environments that support thi protocol. 

• Smarl card support: Supports logon via mart cards 
"out-of-the-box" for strong authentication to sensitive re
sources. 

• Virtual Private Networking (VPN) support: A full-fea
tured gateway that encrypts communications to securely 
connect to remote users, satellite offices, or business part
ners over the Internet. End-to-end encryption is done 
with the industry-standard IPSec protocol. 

• Public Key Infrastructure (PKI): The file or per-directory basis, and can spec
ify access privileges for any combina ....--------------..., Certificate Server allows customers to 
tion of users and groups 

"A recent addition to the 
issue their own X.509 certificates to en
able functions such as certificate-based 
authentication, IPSec, secure email, etc. 
Integration with Active Directory simpli
fies user enrollment. (Although Certifi
cate Server has been available previously, 
the Windows 2000 implementation is 
fully integrated.) 

• Registry protection: protecting the 
repository of all system configuration 
information from unauthorized changes. 

Professional Services offer-

• Printer protections: specific users 
can be prevented from printing to a 
given printer for all or part of the day. 

ings, the Windows 2000 

Security Implementation is 

• Auditing: allows you to track 
which user account was used to attempt 
what kind of access to files or other ob
jects, and to track logon attempts, sys
tem shutdowns or restarts, and similar 
events. 

a fixed-price service which • Group policy: Group policy allows 
central management of collections of 

ensures that Windows 2000 users, computers, applications, and net
work resources instead of managing enti-
ties on a one-by-one basis. Although Mi-

Server (and optionally crosoft does not tout this feature explicit-
ly as a security feature, it does enhance 

Windows 2000 Professional security manageability. 
• Performance monitoring: can help 
spot the activity of a virus or attempted 
break-in 

workstations) are set up • Time synchronization: Microsoft 
doesn't advertise this as a security fea
ture, but I'll give them credit neverthe
less. It is important that all the systems 

appropriately. " 
Some security features from Windows 
2000 were back-ported and made avail
able in Windows NT 4.0 Service Pack 4: 

'--_____________ -' in a network report time consistently-

• Security Configuration Manager (also referred to as 
Security Configuration Editor; appears in Windows 2000 
as Security Templates and Security Configuration and 
Analysis) 

• Dynamic file Access Control List (ACL) inheritance 
model 

Windows 2000 added a number of new security features: 

• Encrypting file system: Automatically protect data on 
the hard disk by encrypting it. This data remains encrypt
ed even when backed up or archived. This is especially 
useful for laptop computers, which frequently contain 
valuable organization data whose disclosure, if the laptop 
were stolen, would be damaging. 
• Kerberos authentication: The Kerberos protocol pro
vides fast, single sign-on to Windows resources, as well as 
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this becomes a critical issue when investigating a possible 
security breach and attempting to correlate the audit trails 
from multiple systems. Windows 2000 systems automati
cally synchronize their system clocks.1 

Data General Security Implementation Service 

Data General's Professional Services organization has 
many years of experience in implementing security fea
tures, beginning with AOSIVS (a proprietary operating 
system), through DG/UX (a UNIX implementation), and 
continuing through Window NT and Windows 2000. 

A recent addition to the Professional Services offer
ings, the Windows 2000 Security Implementation is a 
fixed-price service which ensures tllat Windows 2000 
Server (and optionally Windows 2000 Professional work
stations) are set up appropriately. The consultant begins 

1 For details, see Microsoft Knowledge Base article 
Q224799. 



by interviewing an organization's staff and reviewing their 
policies and procedures to determine the organization's 
security objectives. The consultant then ets Windows 
2000's security settings accordingly. 

S ECURITY AS IMPLEMENTED 

SECURITY 

lowed for easier reproducibility of configurations. 
In particular, several templates were created, each 

covering one specific area, with the Security Templates 
snap-in to MMC. Microsoft's design of the method for ap
plying security policy is such that multiple templates can 
be applied incrementally, with each one affecting only 
those parameters that are explicitly defined within it. 
Taking advantage of this fact simplified the process of im
plementing, testing, and tweaking changes to the security 

Policy Issues policy. 
The overall HomeLife project is an excellent example of a 
large project undertaken by Data General Professional Ser- The basic implementation steps were: 
vices, with the work broken up to allow a phased imple- 1. Account policies. Using a security 
mentation with stepwise refinement. .....---------------, template, settings were established for 

During the pilot architecture and de- password policy and account lockout 
sign phase, an enterprise security require- "At the beginning of the policy. These were applied to the do-
ments review was performed by Data Gen- main so they governed all domain ac-
eral, which led to, among other things, the security implementation, counts, and also to local accounts on 
development of a formal security policy the servers. The elements of password 
for HomeLife. The policy was jointly de- policy include whether to enforce pass-

I d b D t G I d H L'f we made a conscious ve ope y a a enera an ome I e word history (to prevent reuse of previ-
personnel, but has not been adopted in its ous passwords), minimum and maxi-
final form yet, to allow tweaking of both decision to rely on mum password age, password length, 
the security implementation and the poli- whether passwords must meet com-
cy during the proof-of-concept phase. plexity requirements, and whether to 

B th th I· d th· I t Mlocrosoft's o e po ICY an e Imp emen a- use reversible encryption for storing 
tion needed to be flexible enough to ac- passwords. Account lockout policy 
commodate the various categories of users Security Configuration covers the threshold (in other words, 
and client systems: lock the account after how many in

• HQ users: users of desktop systems at 
Headquarters 

• IT users: members of the IT staff, 
with system administrative privileges 

• 

Toolset to the greatest 

extent 

practical. " 

valid logon attempts), the account lock
out duration, and the interval for reset
ting the account lockout counter. 

2. Kerberos settings. Although these 
can be changed with a security tem
plate, we felt that the default settings 

• 

Laptop users 

Store users L _____________ -I were appropriate and made no changes. 

• Store managers: these have limited administrative 
privileges, such as managing accounts of their employees. 

• Kiosks: These are for publicly-accessible systems in 
the stores, which will allow customers to run interior de
sign applications. 

Based on experience to-date, we expect that some ad
ditional groups will need to be defined as the implementa
tion progresses. 

The Windows 2000 Active Directory domain structure 
was designed during the pilot architecture phase, and was 
reviewed during the security implementation phase; no 
adjustments were deemed necessary. 

Tools and Techniques 

At the beginning of the security implementation, we made 
a conscious decision to rely on Microsoft's Security Con
figuration Toolset to the greatest extent practical. This 
simplified documentation and implementation, and al-

3. Audit settings. Using a security template, settings 
were established for auditing for all servers within the do
main. Windows 2000 auditing is quite similar to that in 
Windows NT. Types of events for which auditing can be 
specified include account logon events, logon events (not 
the same thing - when a user logs on to a system, the do
main controller records an account logon, whereas the 
local system records a logon), account management, direc
tory service access, object access, policy change, privilege 
use, process tracking, and system events. For each type of 
event, it is possible to specify no auditing, audit successes 
only, audit failures only, or audit both successes and fail
ures. In the case of auditing object access, not only must 
auditing be specified here, but also in the properties for 
each object (usually a file) to be audited. 

Depending on the audit settings selected, the generat
ed audit trails may be quite voluminous. The challenge is 
to achieve "audit without overload" - enough audit infor
mation to provide sufficient tracking to meet the security 
objectives of the organization, but not so much that the 
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sheer volume makes it unusable. We expect considerable 
tweaking of the audit settings to be necessary over the first 
several months of operation. 

4. Event-log settings. Using a security template, settings 
were established for managing the event logs for all 
servers and workstations within the domain. (Obviously, 

files and directories. It should be noted that when doing a 
clean installation of Windows 2000, most files by default 
have appropriate permissions, the exceptions being the 
root directory itself and any file systems or directories cre
ated explicitly by administrators or while installing appli
cation software. 

workstations running Windows 9x are unaffected by these 9. Registry permissions. Permissions protecting registry 
settings.) Parameters are independently set for the appli- keys can be changed with a security template. A clean in-
cation, security, and system logs, and include the maxi- stallation of Windows 2000 results in good, appropriate 
mum log size, whether the restrict guest access to the log, settings in most cases, and we chose to make no changes 
retention method for the log (keep all log r--------------""I for the time being - but see the discus-
data until manually cleared, keep all log sion in the section on Snags and Pitfalls. 
data for a certain number of days before 
overwriting it, or overwriting log data 
whenever needed), and whether to shut 
down the system if the security log is 
full. 

5 . User rights. These parameters pro
vide for granting privileges to users with 
very fine granularity, and can be main
tained with a security template. A clean 
installation of Windows 2000 (as op
posed to an upgrade from an earlier oper
ating system) results in good, appropriate 
user rights assignments in most cases, 
and we chose to make no changes for the 
time being - but see the discussion in 
the section on Snags and Pitfalls. 

"Although the default 

settings applied during a 

clean installation of 

Windows 2000 are 

reasonable, we used a 

template to tighten things 

Snags and Pitfalls 

As is typical with much Microsoft soft
ware, we found several ways of accom
plishing the same task of applying securi
ty templates: through the Security Analy
sis and Configuration snap-in, via the se-
cedit command line utility, or by import
ing a template into the Local Security Pol
icy, Domain Security Policy, Domain 
Controller Security Policy, or Group Poli-
cy views within the Administrative 
Tools. 

It appears that secedit only applies 
settings against local systems, not for do

6. Security options. As with user 
rights, security options allow for very 
fine granularity of controlling what can 
be done on a system, but these are ap
plied to systems individually. Although 

further. " 

main and group policy objects. For short 
ad hoc changes, any tool may be used, but 
in general we recommend ensuring that 
the security templates be kept up to date 
and applied through one of the Policy 

the default settings applied during a 
clean installation of Windows 2000 are reasonable, we 
used a template to tighten things further. Among the op
tions we changed, we obscured the name of the Adminis
trator account, set the text for the "unwelcome" banner, 
set the warning period for passwords about to expire, and 
controlled caching of logon credentials. 

7. System services. Unbinding unnecessary system ser
vices can theoretically be done with a security template. 
But we had some difficulties doing so, and given the small 
number of affected services, we found it easier to do so 
manually through the Services administrative tool. 

8. Permissions. Locking down the permissions on file 
systems, directories, and file shares can be done with a se
curity template, through the ACL editor (the Security 
properties tab within the GUI) , or the XCACLS utility 
which is part of the Windows 2000 Resource Kit. The 
ACL inheritance model of Windows 2000 makes it much 
easier to manage file permissions, since the permissions 
on a directory can be easily propagated to all subordinate 
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views. 
During implementation, we discov

ered that once we applied a security template, the changes 
did not take effect immediately. Even in a test domain 
consisting of a single domain controller and a single mem
ber server, it took many, many minutes before the new 
policy was being enforced. Issuing a secedit Irefreshpoli
cy command will speed up the propagation process, but 
the time required is still noticeable and must be kept in 
mind. 

Not long after the security implementation was com
pleted, Microsoft engineers, who were troubleshooting 
some Active Directory problems, removed all the security 
settings. It turned out that the security issues were unre
lated to their problems; fortunately, reestablishing the set
tings was very easy, thanks to the use of the security tem
plates. 

Once production use of the systems began, we did en
counter some problems with users running applications. 
Microsoft's white paper "Default Access Control Settings 
in Windows 2000" makes the following important point: 



SECURITY 

Non-administrative users that log on to a Windows 2000- • MS Security Configuration Tool Set 
based computer that has been clean-installed onto an 
NTFS partition wm automatically be subject to a secure • Default Access Control Settings in Windows 2000 

access control policy. Although these users can run any • Encrypting File System for Windows 2000 
certified Windows 2000-based application, it is likely that 
they will not be able to successfully run non-certified lega- The following white papers also provide useful back-
cyapplications. In order to run legacy applications, one ground information: 
of two things must happen: • Public Key Interoperability 

• The Users must be added to the Power Users group • Windows 2000 Kerberos Interoperability 

• The default security granted to Users must be loos- • Exploring Kerberos, the Protocol for 
ened up r---------------, Distributed Security in Windows 2000 

" But it appears that with 

the security features built 

into Windows 2000 and the 

tools provided by Microsoft, 

• 
• 
tion 

Smart Card Logon White Paper 

Windows 2000 Kerberos Authentica-

• MS Privacy Protected Network Ac
cess: Virtual Private Networking and In
tranet Security 

• IP Security for MS Windows 2000 

Microsoft Office 2000 is a certified appli
cation, so it presents no problems. But 
other applications have not been modified 
and certified for Windows 2000. Add 
users to the Power Users group was the 
quickest and easiest work-around, so that 
is what was done, although it is undesir
able from a security standpoint. After in
vestigating and developing a better under
standing of the speCific issues, we hope to 
remove normal users from the Power 
Users group and instead make appropriate 
adjustments to users' rights, registry per
missions, etc. 

it is possible to create a • Windows 2000 Croup Policy White 
Paper 

CONCLUSION 

Lessons Learned 

relatively secure 

implementation. (A good 

definition of 'relatively 

secure' is beyond the scope 

of this paper!)" 

• Secure Networking Using Windows 
2000 Distributed Security Services 

Finally, Microsoft made available to 
registered Windows 2000 beta testers a 
number of technical walkthrough de
scriptions. I am not sure whether these 
papers are still available, although much 
of the information can be gleaned by nav-
igating the various software menu trees. 

It 's actually too early to be drawing many 
conclusions - the deployment at Home
Life still has many months to go, and L--_____________ .... The titles were: 

much tweaking remains. But it appears that with the se
curity features built into Windows 2000 and the tools pro
vided by Microsoft, it is possible to create a relatively se
cure implementation. (A good definition of "relatively se
cure" is beyond the scope of this paper!) As with other as
pects of Windows 2000 implementation, developing a 
complete understanding of the organization's objectives 
and engaging in proper planning are essential to the suc
cess of the project. 
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OPEN NOTEBOOK 

Playing Technology Poker 
by David Novy, Special to DGFocus 

When he was in college, Bill Gates was famous for 
his pok~r playing ability. Well: n?w he's en~aged 
in the blggest poker game of hls hfe, and he s 

playing with the U.S. Department of Justice. Personally, I 
think Mr. Gates is trying to draw to an inside straight, but 
he didn't become the world's richest man by playing it safe. 

The DOJ petitioned U.S. District Court Judge Jackson to 
fast track the case to the Supreme Court. Microsoft wants 
the case tried in the U.S. Court of Appeals, where it feels it 
might have a better chance. Walter Dellinger, former Acting 
Solicitor General under President Clinton, says that there's 
no way the Supreme Court would take on the Microsoft 
case because "it would ruin their term." Dellinger but
tressed his conclusions by saying that the Justices would 
have to read some 30,000 pages of transcripts just to prepare 
to hear the case. The Supreme Court won't want to slog 
through that much information without having it vetted by 
the Court of Appeals. Dellinger also stated that he doesn't 
think they would be sympathetic to the government's case. 

Another factor against the Supreme Court hearing the 
case is the upcoming presidential election. If George W. 
Bush is elected, a new Solicitor General would be nominat
ed to handle the DOl's case. Bush might even decide to stop 
the DOl's prosecution of the case. In that case, it would fall 
upon the 19 states that are also named as plaintiffs in the 
DOl's case against Microsoft, to carry the matter forward on 
their own. 

In a surprising move, Judge Jackson froze all provisions 
of his breakup plan during the appeal, allowing Microsoft to 
continue normal operations. Some legal experts feel that 
Jackson'S move improves the odds slightly that the high 
court will directly hear the case. 

So, the Microsoft and DOJ poker match continues. 
Move is followed by counter move and the pot keeps getting 
bigger. If Microsoft does win on appeal, Gates will go down 
in history as one of the world's greatest poker players. How
ever, there will have to be an asterisk by his name, since for 
the most part he is playing with someone else's money. 

Sun and IBM Seal Java Accord 
In a move that may have a greater impact on the computer 
industry than the DOl's suit against Microsoft, Sun Mi
crosystems Inc. has quietly granted IBM Corp. a license to 
Java 2 Enterprise edition U2EE). J2EE is a direct competitor 
to Microsoft Next Generation Windows Services - now 
known as Microsoft.Net. The fact that Sun's biggest Java li
censee was not on board has hurt sales of IBM products and 
created speculation that Java would fracture. 

IBM claims that Sun's misunderstanding of its Java li
cense is now resolved, and says its products will be J2EE
compatible, even though IBM will not use the J2EE brand. 
The Sun-IBM Java agreement lessens the possibility that 
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there will be dueling standards for enterprise Java. Whether 
Sun can muster sufficient forces to actively compete against 
Microsoft.Net remains to be seen. However, the Java accord 
with IBM is a step in the right direction. 

Too Much Technology? 
I read an article today where several consumer electronics 
technology manufacturers feel they may be giving too much 
new technology to the public in too short a time. They feel 
people are not able to absorb the technology and are there
fore avoiding it. Personally, I don't feel that's the case. In
stead, I feel that technology manufacturers are not able to 
deliver technology that meets expectations at a price point 
people can afford. Here are some examples: I've seen digital 
cameras that can deliver more than 5 Megapixels. What can 
you purchase today: A few cameras at 3 Megapixels for over 
$1000. Otherwise, most digital cameras on the market deliv
er 1.3 Megapixels at a cost in excess of $400. HDTVs still 
cost in excess of $3000. If you want a HDTV tuner, you will 
have to shell out an extra $500+. Pioneer makes a magnifi
cent 50-inch plasma TV. It's only 4 inches thick, but it costs 
$19,999. It has a beautiful picture, but it can't handle 1080i 
HDTV technology. That means your $20K purchase will be 
obsolete in less than 4 years. 

Consumer electronics technology is advanCing rapidly, 
but it's not maturing. Until a specific consumer electronic 
technology matures to the point where it gives acceptable 
performance at a realistic price (and you don't need a 
week's training course in how to install and use it), people 
are going to spend their money on more important matters, 
like paying the rent or buying food. I don't need a digital 
camera. I don't need a HDTV. I might like to have them, but 
I can't justify the cost for the performance they deliver. 

Computers As Commodities 
Several years ago at a NADGUG conference, I attended a 
keynote address by Dr. Daniel Burrus where he stated that 
computers would become commodities. This past month I 
saw the final proof that his forecast has become reality -
the June issue of Computer Shopper magazine. Less than a 
year ago, Computer Shopper had over 800 pages and was 
published in an 11 x 17 format. You needed a forklift to 
carry it home. The June issue was published in 8 x 11 for
mat and contained less than 400 pages. I wonder how long 
it will be until the magazine is only published in electronic 
format? By the way, if you ever get a chance to hear Dr. 
Burrus speak, it will be well worth your while to attend. !:l 

David Novy is a technical computer specialist with 3M in 
St. Paul, Minnesota, and a longtime NADGUG member. 



Add·In Tool for Excel 

SquareSol is an add-in tool that seamlessly merges with 
Excel's interface and allows the user to solve linear prob
lems, sets of linear equations and perform common matrix 
operations on Excel spreadsheets with minimum effort. 

Dr. G. Squarehead, founder and CEO of the company 
explains, "The open architecture of Microsoft products al
lowed the development of SquareSol , which can also be 
integrated into other systems. Tailored for spreadsheet
sized problems, and adhering to the user interface stan
dards of Excel, SquareSol bridges the gap between expen
sive industrial-sized products, that can solve problems 
with hundreds of thousands of variables (but require a sig
nificant effort with data preparation and coding), and 
small-sized shareware programs available on the World 
Wide Web that are very user friendly, but can operate on 
just a few variables. " 

In contrast to other linear programming packages, 
SquareSol does not require a special formulation or post
processing effort. Users do not have to write formulas or 
other analytical expressions, and SquareSol does not im
pose special grammatical rules for adding or removing 
constraints. SquareSol is not only easier for the user, but 
also allows the solving of problems of higher dimensions 
(SquareSol tables are limited only by the spreadsheet 
width,) solve them faster and save solutions in smaller 
files." A demo version of the product can be downloaded 
free from the Squarehead Solutions website at 
http://www.squaresol.com. 

Vertices Media Management 

B&L Associates, Inc., a leading provider of computer 
media management software, has announced a way for 
users ofVeritas' Backup Exec to extend storage manage
ment to removable media. Vertices, B&L's comprehensive, 
enterprise-wide removable media management system, 
can now integrate with Backup Exec 8.0 and 7.3 to control 
the logging, movement, storage and restoration of physical 
media, including tapes, CDs, DLTs and other computer 
media. 

Vertices is the first removable media management ap
plication to leverage Backup Exec's comprehensive file 
management. It extends the functionality to help control 
removable media for Microsoft Windows NT and Win
dows 2000 installations in networked and Storage Area 
Network (SAN) environments. Vertices is valuable for 
companies that manage large amounts of physical media 
either in single or multiple sites with both onsite and off
site storage facilities. 

The Vertices removable media management solution 
complements Backup Exec's comprehensive workstation 
and server backup facilities by solving the problem of ex
tending control of the actual media once it is removed 
from the backup server or attached storage unit. Vertices 
captures critical tape information, such as serial number, 
backup date and generation number, for each backup job 
regardless of the number of sources or file types, and im
ports the data into the Vertices database. 

Once the information is logged into its database, Ver
tices gives operators the tools to control critical media 
management aspects such as movements, media location, 
inventory reconciliations, and more. This level of control 
protects against lost files , enables operators to identify 
media that is available for reuse and helps staff restore 
files within the shrinking backup/restore timeframe. 

Vertices Automation Agent for Backup Exec for Win
dows Version 8.017.3 is available immediately from B&L 
Associates and authorized resellers. For further informa
tion, contact B&L at 877-VERTICES (877-837-8423) or 
http://www.bandl.com. 

"VB Script in a Nutshell" 

O'Reilly's latest book in the "In a Nutshell" series, "VB
Script in a Nutshell," was written to give VBScript devel
opers the in-depth, real-world information that Help files 
simply can't provide. This new quick reference distills the 
experiences of professional developers who have created 
complex VB and VBScript applications-all day, every 
day, for years-into the concise, no-nonsense Nutshell for
mat. Whether developing for the Web, automating Win
dows, or customizing Microsoft Outlook, "VBScript in a 
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Nutshell" shows how to write clear, efficient VBScript 
code. Focusing on the core language, the book consists of 
a VBScript language reference, which contains all VB
Script statements, keywords, and objects. Regardless of 
your level of VBScript experience, this is the book that 
you'll keep as your desktop reference to the language and 
as a tool for troubleshooting programming problems. For 
more information, visit: http://www.oreilly.com. 

JavaHelp Guide 

Until recently, Java application developers have been 
forced to develop their own help system to write online 
help. That's no longer necessary. With the release of the 
JavaHelp software by Sun Microsystems, Inc., there is a 
complete and standard online help system for the Java 
platform. "Creating Effective JavaHelp," by Kevin Lewis 
(lst Edition, June 2000) shows you how to create a basic 
JavaHelp system, prepare help topics, and deploy the help 
system in your application. Aimed at all levels of Java de
velopers and technical writers, the book takes a chapter
by-chapter approach to building concepts. It will give you 
a complete understanding of how to create usable Java
Help systems and integrate them into Java applications 
and applets. For more information about the book, see: 
http://www.oreilly.com. For more information about 
Sun's JavaHelp, see: http://java.sun.com/products/java
help/ 

"Mac as in a Nutshell" 

If it's true that "you can learn the Mac in two hours," it is 
also true that this operating system has hidden depths 
that, with the just-released "Mac as in a Nutshell,"(lst 
Edition, June 2000) you will be able to plumb. "This book 
is the culmination of a year of research and over 15 years 
of working with Macs," says author Rita Lewis. "The book 
contains an extensive array of tips, tricks, suggestions, 
and tutorials that span the breadth of the subject. It is a 
very unusual Nutshell book in that it is full of pictorial 
examples to illustrate the unique graphical emphasis of 
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this operating system." The book covers almost every com
mand and utility, Internet configuration and access, and 
clever ways to do familiar and not-so-familiar tasks, cut
ting through the hype and giving practical (and sometimes 
little-known) details you can use every day in the concise 
and easy-to-use nutshell format. Chapter 16, Inside the 
Mac as, is available free. For this, and more information 
about the book, visit: http://www.oreilly.com. 

Missing AppleWorks Manual Found 

If you prefer a more streamlined alternative to the bloat 
and complexity of Microsoft Sport-Utility Programs, Ap
pleWorks 6 is the stealth office suite. Hugely popular in 
classrooms, colleges, and small offices, it's got word pro
cessing, graphics, database, web deSign, spreadsheet, and 
slide-show functions in a single, integrated application. 
"AppleWorks is no longer the wimpy jack-of-all-trades it 
may have been several versions ago," says Jim Elferdink, 
co-author of the new book "AppleWorks 6: The Missing 
Manua1." "It is a serious contender as a productivity suite 
for home, school, and office." 

Every year, AppleWorks arrives in the hands of four 
million Apple iMac and iBook buyers. There it sits on the 
hard drive, a masterpiece of smooth integration and clever 
interface design, accompanied by templates, art libraries, 
and fonts and no printed instructions. "AppleWorks 6: The 
Missing Manual" is the book that should have been in the 
box. In "AppleWorks 6: The Missing Manua!," authors Jim 
Elferdink and David Reynolds guide the reader through 
both the basics and the hidden talents of the new Apple
Works, placing special emphasis on version 6's enhanced 
word processing, Internet, and presentation features. "Ap
pleWorks 6 began shipping in February-with many 
bugs!" says Elferdink. "Apple released an up dater (6.0.3) 
just as the book was going to press, so we were able to get 
some information about it in the book. The updater fixes 
most of the problems with the original release, restoring 
speed and stability to the program." Chapter 3: Advanced 
Word Processing, is available free online. For this and 
more information about the book, see: 
http://Vlrww.oreillv.com 
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"Outlook 2000 in a Nutshell" 

With an installed base of 23 million Microsoft Office 
users, and the close integration of Outlook with the other 
Office 2000 components, Outlook is well on its way to be
coming the most widely-used e-mail client in the world. 
"We knew that Outlook is a big and complex program," 
says Tom Syroid, co-author of "Outlook 2000 in a Nut
shell." (lSt Edition, May 2000) "We were reminded of that 
fact, time and time again, as we scratched and prodded its 
underbelly looking for answers. What surprised us was 
the passionate love/hate relationship Outlook engenders 
in its users. They love it enough to use it every day. They 
hate it enough to break into more than the occasional 
tirade when asked about the product. After nine months 
of exhaustive exploration and living with Outlook 20 
hours a day, we can relate." 

Outlook is much more than just an e-mail client. It in
cludes contact, calendar, notes, task, and journal tools, all 
tightly integrated to give users quick access to vital infor
mation, and fast, easy ways to share that information. You 
can arrange virtual conferences with NetMeeting, send Of
fice documents through Outlook Mail, and save calendars 
as Web pages and publish them to the Web. 

"Outlook has more than its share of quirks and nu
ances," says Syroid. "It has a steep learning curve, but 
once you progress through that curve, you'll find that it is 
a powerful and flexible program. There's not a lot that 
you cannot do with Outlook, given a little patience (well, 
ok, sometimes a lot of patience) and a healthy dose of in
genuity." "Outlook 2000 in a Nutshell" is designed for 
users who want to tap into Outlook's full-and often sur
priSing-potential. For more information about the book, 
see: http://wv.rw.oreilly.com. 

"Learning Java" 

A significant remake of the popular book "Exploring 
Java"-now titled "Learning Java"-by Patrick Niemeyer 
and Jonathan Knudsen has recently been released.(lst Edi
tion, May 2000) "The text now reflects Java 2 SDK 1.3 and 

the authors have adjusted the book's focus to match the 
changing focus and maturation of Java itself: improved 
GUI programming tools, the emergence of servlets as an al
ternative to applets, the advent of APls for multimedia, 
image processing, and collections," says John Posner, 
O'Reilly Java Editor. 

Since its original splash as a tool for creating blinking, 
whirling, and dancing web images, Java has grown into 
the language of choice for a wide variety of applications: 
secure network programs, image processing and multime
dia, web clients and servers, and mission-critical enter
prise-wide systems. In today's increaSingly networked, 
thoroughly heterogeneous environment, java's portability 
among all major computing platforms and rigorous securi
ty model has helped earn its popularity. And java's use of 
advanced programming-language principles, such as ob
jection orientation and dynamic memory management, 
makes it clean and easy to program. But as the language 
and its uses have grown and changed, so have the topics 
that Java texts need to cover. "The first edition of 'Explor
ing Java' spent more time covering applets. 'Learning Java' 
places more emphasis on Java as a general purpose, net
work-capable and network-secure programming lan
guage," says Posner. 

"Java is a lingua franca of sorts," says Jonathan Knud
sen, co-author of "Learning Java". "I think it's gotten to 
the point where you can rely on recent CS graduates to 
know Java. Java is cropping up in so many places now, 
that it is prudent for any programmer to learn it." 

The CD-ROM that accompanies "Learning Java" in
cludes all of the book's example programs-more than 
100-ready to compile and run. The examples range from 
simple "Hello World" demos to web servers, animations, 
and client-server systems. The CD also includes Java pro
gramming environments, including compiler and class li
braries, providing you with all you'll need to start working 
with Java immediately. For more information about the 
book, see: http://www.oreilly.com. Java Jonathan's "Top 
Ten Tips and Tricks" may be found at: 
http://java.oreilly.com/news/iearningjava 0500.html 
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The Developer's Holy Grail: JAVA and 
XML 

Java and XML: The pairing of the two is the developer's 
holy grail in the 21st century. While Java and XML are 
certainly useful solutions in their own right, the pairing of 
the two has application developers foaming at the mouth 
and drooling on their keyboards. However, these develop
ers are often found rubbing their temples in frustration 
when it comes to putting that coupling to work. 

XML has been the biggest buzzword on the Internet 
community for the past year. But how do you cut through 
all the hype and actually put it to work? XML and Java 
share features that are ideal for building Web-based enter
prise applications; platform-independence, extensibility, 
reusability, global language (Unicode) support. And both 
are based on industry standards. Together, Java and XML 
allow enterprises to simplify and lower cost of informa
tion sharing and data exchange. The latest O'Reilly re
lease, "Java and XML'" (1st Edition, June 2000) shows 
how to put the two together, building real-world applica
tions in which both the code and the data are truly 
portable. 

XML is often described as a language that makes data 
portable. Or you could think of XML as enabling "self-de
scribing data: " data that carries around with it a descrip
tion of what it means. This is a powerful concept, because 
it means that applications with no prior knowledge of 
each other can communicate effectively using XML as a 
medium. 

"I think the excitement around XML is because of one 
of its most important features: it doesn't say a whole lot 
about itself," says author Brett McLaughlin. "By contrast, 
HTML has a very specific set of tools-tags and attribut
es-that are recognized and processed only one way. XML 
says, 'We're not intelligent enough to think of every possi
ble way you use your data, so we'11 let you use it in what
ever way makes sense.' You have to let your document 
users know your tag meanings, but XML provides for this 
by defining DTDs (document type descriptors) to give tags 
concrete definitions, attributes, and all kinds of parame
ters. This adds true portability. Even with Java, data still 
has to be represented." 

"Year after year, project after project, Java developers 
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like me wind up creating their own little proprietary for
mats to represent a particular project," says McLaughlin. 
"When the very next project has different requirements, 
data must be represented differently. Even though we say 
Java is 'write once, run anywhere: really it is not. You can 
compile your byte code and then move it around, but you 
have to make sure anyone using your application can sup
port that. XML lets you work a little smarter by defining a 
standard way for any data to be defined, without defining 
the particular semantics. XML creates portable code and 
portable data. For the first time, we really have complete 
application portability, something we've all been claiming 
for years." 

Java revolutionized the programming world by prOVid
ing a platform-independent programming language. XML 
takes the revolution a step further by providing a platform
independent language for interchanging data. McLaugh
lin's "Java and XML" shows you how to put the two to
gether to build rich web sites with dynamically generated 
content, to write enterprise software that lowers the cost of 
information sharing and data exchange, and to develop 
simple and effective solutions to other problems requiring 
portable data. 

This is the first book to cover the most recent version 
of the DaM specification (DaM Level 2) and the SAX API 
(SAX 2.0). It's also the first book to cover JDOM, a new API 
released last April, that makes it easier for Java applica
tions to manipulate XML. Chapter 9, Web-Publishing 
Frameworks, is available online at: www.oreilly.com/cata
log/javaxml/chapter/ch09.html. For an article about Java 
and XML, by Brett McLaughlin, go to: 
http;//java.oreilly.com/news/javaxml 0500.html. For more 
information about the book, see: http://www.oreilly.com. 

Cascading Style Sheets 

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is poised to make its mark on 
the web in 2000, according to the author of the just-re
leased "Cascading Style Sheets; The Definitive Guide" (1st 
Edition, May 2000). "Cascading Style Sheets is a standard 
way to separate a document's structure from its presenta
tion," says Eric Meyer, author. "This sounds very abstract, 
but the benefits are quite surprising and profound. In theo
ry, CSS makes one's life easier by creating a centralized de-



scription of Web document appearance. Any Web designer 
will likely come up against a situation where he or she re
ally should use them, and many will no doubt need CSS 
to do things they never could do before." But in spite of 
CCS's strengths, (like any other web language or standard) 
CSS requires browser support to be effective. Evolving 
Web standards have created browser versioning, which 
until recently kept CSS from reaching its full potential. 

"Browser implementations of CSSl are rapidly be
coming both complete and bug-free. This will allow au
thors to use CSS with more confidence because one of the 
biggest barriers to the adoption of CSS has been the fact 
that browsers handle it inconsistently. Once that problem 
fades away, so will the reluctance to use it," explains 
Meyer. "Already, major sites like Amazon.com, CNN.com, 
and the Internet Movie Database use CSS to enhance their 
sites. Many other sites are beginning to follow suit-some 
in small ways, others in big ways. As the new browsers be
come more widely used, CSS will become a more and 
more important and necessary part of every web designer's 
toolbox. Not only that, but the growing popularity of wire
less devices means that the Wireless Access Protocol 
(WAP) is gaining in use. WAP uses CSS to style content 
which is displayed on wireless devices. ' 

Meyer's "Cascading Style Sheets: The Definitive 
Guide" offers a complete, detailed review of CSSl proper
ties and other aspects of CSSl. Each property is explored 
individually in detail with discussion of how each inter
acts with other properties. It also shows how to avoid 
common mistakes in interpretation. This book is the first 
major title to cover CSS in a way that acknowledges and 
describes current browser support, instead of simply de
scribing the way things work in theory. "One problem 
with using CSS is that it's hard to remember how every
thing works, and in which browsers," says Meyer, "This 
book was designed to clear up many of those questions." It 
offers both advanced and novice Web authors a compre
hensive guide to implementation of CSS. For more infor
mation about the book, see: http://www.oreilly.com. 

SAP Documentation Tool 

Insite Objects, Inc. (www.insiteobjects.com). a supplier of 
SAP change-management and documentation tools, has 

named DACG, a global employee-education firm, as a 
worldwide reseller and trainer for its RESITE Plus! soft
ware. "RESITE Plus! is a sophisticated, rapid content-cap
ture tool for SAP/R3 applications," said Nancy Vickers, 
DACG vice president, America's south region. "It allows a 
SAP project team to quickly, comprehensively and accu
rately capture all configuration steps, build test scripts 
and create end-user training documentation. Our job will 
be to help clients utilize RESITE Plus! to create robust 
end-user solutions in Internet time." RESITE PLUS! cap
tures all user activity performed within the SAP GUI, in
cluding mouse clicks, screen shots, button images and 
keyboard interaction. It then uses this captured informa
tion to automatically create formatted Microsoft Word 
documents in real time. These documents can be edited, 
converted to HTML and printed in configurations to satis
fy a variety of requirements such as test documentation, 
business process procedures, end-user training materials 
and more. Users can easily save hundreds of thousands of 
dollars, in time and money, in a relatively short period of 
time. In addition, RESITE Plus! frees team members for 
other project components. For more information, see 
www.insiteobjects.com. 

File Protection Component / Library for 
Windows Developers 

Alfa Interceptor (AI) is a component / library for Windows 
developers designed for integrating file protection, file 
hiding, and confirmation of file actions in developer'S ap
plications, without having to bother about the complexity 
of the Windows internals (how it works, how to filter it 
etc.). AI component sends protection items to the driver, 
which are used on-the-fly by the driver to allow / deny a 
file operation to occur. "AHa Interceptor is unique in a 
way that it provides Delphi, C++ Builder, Microsoft Visual 
C++ and other 32-bit language support. It has been opti
mized for speed, and designed to serve customer needs," 
said Dejan Maksimovic, CEO and President at Alfa Co. A 
free demo version of AI is available for download from: 
http://www.alfaunits.co.yu. 
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High Availability 
Enhanced with NSI 
Software and American 
Power Conversion 
Key High Availability Components Added to Con
solidation Solutions Portfolio 

D ata General has announced alliances with NSI Soft
ware and American Power Conversion (APC) to in
corporate industry-leading data replication, backup 

and reliable power protection products into Data General's 
portfolio of high-availability consolidation solutions. 

Adding to Data General's portfolio of ''In-A-Box'' and 
high-availability solutions for consolidation, these new 
components include NSI Software's Double-Take data 
replication technology and GeoCluster distance clustering 
technology as well as APC's Smart-UPS 5000 rackmount 
uninterruptible power supply (UPS), a customized version 
of APC's PowerChute Network Shutdown power manage
ment software and APC's Redundant Switch. These solu
tions are ideally suited for rackmount configurations based 
on Data General's in-a-box rackmount servers, and further 
the company's vision of a simplified, consolidated comput
ing infrastructure that enables control , reliability and lower 
total cost of ownership. The NSI software combined with 
Data General's AViiON servers, storage, clustering solu
tions and 99.9% uptime guarantees provide multiple levels 
of data availability through site level data protection and 
distance clustering. In addition, the high availability char
acteristics of the APC solutions will provide even higher 
levels of system uptime for clustered "in-a-box" solutions. 

NSI Software's Double-Take provides on-line data pro
tection and replication to reduce data loss and downtime, 
wh.ile enhancing the performance of existing backup appli
catIOns. Double-Take monitors file changes as they occur 
on one or many source servers, replicating them in real
time to a target server over existing network links. 

APC's slim line rackmount Smart-UPS, which is fully 
compatible with the A ViiON line, delivers premium unin
terruptible power and the most advanced performance fea
tures available. In conjunction with the Smart-UPS, the 
customized version of APC's PowerChute Network Shut
down software, which offers enhanced reporting capabili
ties for A ViiON customers, provides network-based shut
down between a UPS and multiple computer systems. In 
addition, APC's Redundant Switch automatically transfers 
the computer load from the primary Smart-UPS to the re
dundant UPS if it detects a potential disruption to the load. 
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Comprehensive Backup 
Solution and Enhanced 
Storage Support 

D ata Ge~era~ has stre.ngthe~ed its high availability, 
consohdatlOn solutions WIth the introduction of a 
comprehensive Data Protection Center offering 

based on Data General's In-A-Box packaging. In meeting 
customer's accompanying storage needs , Data General also 
announced added support for EMC Symmetrix and EMC 
CLARiiON storage arrays. This announcement presents the 
following: 

~ata Protection Center - A pre-tested, pre-configured solu
tIon based on Data General's highly available AViiON 
servers and EMC CLARiiON storage, the backup solutions 
being announced provide an exceptionally high level of 
availability for critical data in an easily managed environ
ment across a community of servers. This comprehensive 
solution reduces downtime through enhanced backup and 
restore capabilities and is offered with Professional Ser
vices as an integrated component to ensure optimum per
formance in a variety of configurations. 

A ViiON Support for EMC CLARiiON and Symmetrix Stor
age Solutions - Complimenting Data General's high avail
ability A ViiON solutions, EMC Symmetrix delivers a pow
erful and flexible platform necessary to reach beyond the 
data center and handle virtually infinite information stor
age needs. This combination provides customers with a 
higher level of availability, reliability and the software 
functionality to share, manage and protect information in 
the enterprise. 

Additionally, with support of Windows 2000 based 
cluster configurations on the recently announced EMC 
CLARiiON F A4500 disk array with A ViiON servers, Data 
General customers are ensured of the highest level of sys
tem and data availability. 

New Intel Pentium III 
Xeon Processor 

D
ata Ge~eral has enhance~ its high-availability, high
end Wmdows NT and Wmdows 2000 server line 
with the Intel Pentium ill Xeon processor 700 MHz 

and the immediate availability of the Data General A V 



8950 high-end server. The enhancement of Data General's 
high-availability, high-end server line with the Intel Pen
tium ill Xeon processor 700 MHz offers customers height
ened speed and access to data, improved enterprise-level 
scalability and a foundation for leveraging Data General 's 
high availability and In-A-Box solutions. "Intel's new Intel 
Pentium ill Xeon processor 700 MHz, combined with Data 
General's server products is an excellent example of a solu
tion that presents high performance, availability and scala
bility to customers," said Anthony Ambrose, Director of 
Product Marketing for Intel's Enterprise Platform Group. 

"Data General continues to deliver complete solutions 
and leading technologies to our customers, ensuring that 
their business-critical needs are met. The addition of the 
A V 8950 and the utilization of the newest Intel processor 
further strengthens our portfolio of proven, high availabili
ty, consolidation solutions," added Steve Aucoin, director 
of hardware product marketing at Data General. 

The Intel Pentium ill Xeon processor 700 MHz will be 
available in Data General 's most popular mid-range 4-way 
systems and the powerful NUMA-based UNIX servers, this 
summer. 

The A V 8950 High-End Server 
The A V 8950 incorporates the latest Intel Profusion chipset, 
supporting up to eight Intel Pentium ill Xeon processors 
700 MHz, each with up to 2MB of L2 cache, and up to 16 
GB of ECC-protected memory in a 7U (12-inch) rackmount
ed chassis. The A V 8950 has ten 64-bit hot plug PCI slots 
including four 66MHz slots. Internal storage includes DVD, 
floppy and 2 hot-swap disk bays, plus support for full fibre 
EMC CLARiiON external storage. 

The server is also packaged as a part of Data General 's 
pre-configured and pre-tested backup and replicator solu
tions and Cluster-In-A-Box solutions, which feature 
DG/Manage Suite server management software and 
DG/RackManager for centralized control and systems man
agement. The A V 8950 is an ideal platform for running 
large Windows NT and Windows 2000 database applica
tions with Oracle and SQL or for consolidating many small
er servers into a centralized location. 

High-Availability 
Solutions For Microsoft 
Exchange 

D
ata General has announced its latest enhancement to 
high-availability Exchange solutions available for its 
A ViiON servers, including the division's Exchange

in-a-Box package. Data General is offering greater data pro-
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tection and application availability to Exchange-based en
terprises with the addition of NSI Software's GeoCluster 
distance clustering technology. For the highest levels of 
data availability and protection, the division is also provid
ing complementary solutions available on A ViiON servers 
with EMC Symmetrix Enterprise Storage systems and EMC 
TimeFinder software. "Data General is focused on provid
ing customers with a reliable messaging solution," said 
Stan Sorensen, group product manager, Server Applica
tions at Microsoft. "Data General has a history of providing 
highly available Exchange platforms and end-to-end Ex
change consulting and support services that deliver a scal
able and easy-to-manage Exchange 2000 messaging and 
collaboration infrastructure for customers." 

"Messaging is a mission-critical capability for most 
businesses. Data General is committed to minimizing risk 
for Microsoft Exchange implementations by providing 
comprehensive, highly available solutions that extend be
yond hardware," explained Data General's Vice President 
of Worldwide Marketing, Mike Parise. "With Data General 
solutions for Windows 2000 and Exchange 5.5 , users can 
be confident that their messaging systems are protected to 
the highest degree possible. " 

Data General's pre-packaged, pre-tested Exchange-in-a
Box solution, previously available for Windows NT Server, 
is now also available for Windows 2000 Advanced Server, 
further demonstrating the division's commitment to high
availability consolidation solutions as announced in Febru
ary with the EMC/Microsoft alliance. This pre-configured 
package features A ViiON servers, EMC CLARiiON 
midrange storage, and comprehensive implementation and 
support services. Additionally, Data General's 99.9 percent 
Uptime Guarantee for Exchange 5.5 has been extended to 
support Windows 2000 Advanced Server. Data General 
was the first in the industry to offer a 99.9 percent Uptime 
Guarantee for Exchange implementations. 

Data General announced a partnership with NSI soft
ware in May, establishing the availability of NSI's replica
tion and clustering solutions on Data General A ViiON plat
forms. Specifically, NSI's GeoCluster expands replication 
capabilities by providing distance clustering within the Mi
crosoft Cluster Server (MSCS) environment. With GeoClus
ter, cluster node deployments are no longer limited by geo
graphic distance. Additionally, GeoCluster provides dedi
cated storage on each node of the cluster, eliminating the 
single shared storage characteristic associated with a stan
dard MSCS configuration. Data is replicated to all nodes of 
the cluster over distance, providing data redundancy and 
site-level application protection that has not been available 
in standard MSCS configurations. This new capability will 
provide Exchange environments with greater data protec
tion and application availability to meet the increasing 
need for uptime in today's business-critical collaboration 
environments. 
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EMC TimeFinder 
Also, now available for Exchange users seeking the highest 
possible levels of data availability and protection on A Vi
iON servers, is EMC TimeFinder software for EMC Sym
metrix Enterprise Storage system. This software allows sys
tem and storage administrators to create, in background 
mode, independently addressable Business Continuance 
Volumes (BCVs) for Exchange storage. BCVs are mirror im
ages of active production volumes that can be used to run 
simultaneous tasks , keeping businesses running at full ca
pacity even while scheduled outages, such as backups, 
occur. In the event of a failure , it allows for rapid recovery 
of Exchange mailboxes, getting users up and running fa ter. 

Commitment to Exchange 2000 
Data General has announced its commitment to expand its 
high availability Exchange-in-a-Box solutions to support 
Microsoft Exchange 2000. Data General is also augmenting 
existing Exchange services to include Exchange 2000 mi
gration, planning and assessment services, and providing 
data protection technologies , including NSI Software's Geo
Cluster, for Exchange 2000 deployments. 

"Exchange 2000 is a reliable messaging and collabora
tion platform that brings people and knowledge together," 
explained Data General's Vice President of Worldwide Mar
keting, Mike Parise. "We are confident that, together with 
Microsoft, we are offering our customers the products and 
services they need to successfully deploy Exchange 2000 in 
their enterprise." 

Data General is a Silver Sponsor of Microsoft's Ex
change 2000 Global Alliance Partner Program, a Microsoft
driven program aimed at developing expertise for deploy
ing Exchange 2000. Data General's sponsorship demon
strates its long-term commitment to providing customers 
with a highly available and scalable Exchange 2000 infra
structure. 

Data General to 
Automate Radiology 
Data General PACS Solutions and Services to Cre
ate "Filmless" Radiology Department at New Jer
sey's Largest Hospital 

D
ata General has announced that it has been selected 
by St. Joseph's Hospital and Medical Center, New 
Jersey's largest free-standing hospital, to automate 

its radiology department. st. Joseph's Hospital will utilize 
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Data General 's Picture Archiving and Communications Sys
tem (PACS) Solutions, combined with its consultation, 
maintenance and support services, to simplify processes 
and create a "filmless " radiology department. 

Data General's PACS solution will provide St. Joseph 's 
physicians and staff with the flexibility and advanced capa
bilities of today's leading digital imaging technology. The 
solution will optimize St. Joseph 's radiology department by 
shortening radiographic processes, from capturing and de
veloping to reading and sharing images. The consolidated 
and digital radiographic process achieved will cut report 
turnaround and image exam times Significantly, reduce 
problems caused by lost, misplaced or "borrowed" radi
ographic film, free up overcrowded storage space and re
duce overall operating costs. "Data General 's PACS solu
tion and services are allowing us to automate processes and 
create a more efficient and thorough Radiology Depart
ment," said Peter Karl , vice president of clinical services at 
St. Joseph's Hospital and Medical Center. "Data General is 
helping us ensure our patients receive the best care as effi
ciently and timely as possible. " 

Data General P ACS Solution 
St. Joseph 's will implement Data General 's PACS solution 
in three phases, adding modules for digital X-ray capabili
ties throughout the hospital at each phase and completing 
the PACS implementation with an off-site imaging center. 
With Data General 's PACS solution, images can be printed 
on film or displayed on a clinical monitor to be manipulat
ed in size, shape and hue for detailed analysis by physi
cians and radiographic technologists. These images may 
also be transported via telephone, cable or satellite links of
fering physicians and technicians the ability to share criti
cal patient information across geographic distances. 

Additionally, Data General's PACS solution provides 
quicker access to information by allowing multiple copies 
of an image to be in circulation at the same time, while the 
original images remain archived, resulting in faster clinical 
consultations. 

Data General's PACS solution is based on Data General 
AViiON server technology, specifically the AV3700R, the 
AV 2300 and Cluster-in-a-Box. The solution also includes 
EMC CLARiiON storage, IntraScan II clinical and diagnos
tic software from MarkCare Medical System, and Swissray 
International 's direct digital radiography (ddR) systems. 
MarkCare Medical System's IntraScan II is designed to 
process, report, read, archive and store medical images, 
while Swissray's ddR systems work with the software to 
provide efficiency, maneuverability and quality images. 
Additional information on Data General's healthcare solu
tions is available at www.dg.com/healthcare . 
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